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Abstract 

The inclusion of carbonaceous nanoparticles (CNPs) in composite materials is an area of 

significant research interest. Their addition is expected to result in differing properties, and a 

possible transfer of the CNP’s favourable properties to the final composite. Detonation 

nanodiamond (DND) has emerged as an interesting CNP, offering an array of attractive properties, 

including mechanical stability, thermal conductivity and a flexible surface chemistry, that make it 

an ideal candidate for integration in composite materials. This material still requires further 

characterisation in order to fully understand its colloidal stability, aggregation behaviour and batch-

to-batch variability. The aim of the present thesis was to investigate DND as a new candidate for 

inclusion in the synthesis of novel carbon monolithic composite materials suitable for potential 

application in analytical chemistry, separation and adsorption processes, sensors or electrode 

materials. To address the variable nature of this CNP, new approaches for its characterisation and 

modification have been investigated.

Capillary electrophoresis (CE) was shown to provide an insight into the onset of particle 

aggregation and offered the capability of separating DND from different sources or purification 

processes. Surface modification with silanes resulted in hydrophobisation and improved DND 

colloidal stability. After a detailed characterisation of these different DND materials, a commercial 

suspension of single-digit DND particles was selected for preparation of carbon on carbon 

composites. Hierarchical porous graphitic carbon-nanodiamond monoliths (CND) were prepared by 

adding DND to a resorcinol formaldehyde copolymer, with silica gel as a hard template. The 

influence of DND was systematically studied and for the first time it has been shown that altering 

DND content can allow for facile tuning of surface areas, pore sizes, and graphitic nature of carbon 

monoliths. The first controlled production of novel structures resulting from DND inclusion within 

the composite monoliths, such as carbon onions, has been achieved. Properties of CND composites 



viii

including graphitic character, surface area, morphology, pore structures and adsorption performance 

for organic dyes were studied in detail. CND materials embody an interesting new group of carbon 

on carbon composite materials with potential for application in areas including adsorption, 

extraction, catalysis and electrode materials.
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1.1 Introduction 

Composite materials can be tailored to suit particular applications by selecting their 

components and appropriately tuning their structural properties and morphology. Composites are 

hybrid materials commonly made up of a continuous matrix phase, a filler phase, and an interface 

between these two phases. These phases are combined with the aim of preparing a multifunctional 

material with exceptional properties. A large number of composite materials comprise of a polymer, 

metal, carbon or ceramic matrix that is reinforced with carbon fibres, glass fibres or other 

micrometre-scale materials. Carbon fibre carbon-matrix composites are often referred to as carbon-

carbon composites wherein the carbon fibre reinforcement results in a stronger material that is more 

resistant to thermal shock compared to graphite, and the coefficient of thermal expansion is near 

zero [1].  

 The emergence of nanocomposite materials has generated significant research interest due to 

the favourable properties of nano-materials themselves, and due to the promise offered by the 

unique combinations of properties that can be achieved through their inclusion in a composite 

material. The term nano-composite refers to a composite material with some nanometer-scale 

structure such as the filler size or the pore size. A nano-filler should be in the nanometer size range, 

typically 1-100 nm, and can take the form of nanoparticles or clusters, nanotubes, nanofibres, nano-

sheets and other shapes. In nano-composite synthesis, the uniform distribution, and dispersion 

quality of the nano-filler are important factors to consider [2], where the distribution refers to the 

placement of nano-filler within the matrix and, a high dispersion quality refers to a stable 

suspension of small aggregate-free nanoparticles. 

 Maintaining high quality dispersions is a non-trivial challenge facing scientists in the field 

of nano-composite synthesis. For example, in the case of carbonaceous nanoparticle (CNP) fillers, 

there can be a variety of strong interactions between the nanoparticles themselves. Carbon 

nanotubes (CNTs) can undergo van der Waals interactions to form bundles or ropes, and detonation 
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nanodiamond (DND) has a strong propensity to form aggregates thought to be due to electrostatic 

and van der Waals interactions between the primary particles. DND can form aggregates between 

100-200 nm, and greater in size [3-4], which could significantly affect the quality of the resultant 

composite. The primary focus within this thesis is on the investigation of detonation nanodiamond 

(DND) materials, specifically their properties and surface modification, and their suitability as a 

new candidate for inclusion in novel carbon composite materials. CNPs are therefore reviewed 

within this introductory Chapter where there is a particular emphasis on DND, as well as its 

incorporation in porous carbon materials towards preparation of novel carbon monolithic 

composites for application in adsorption. There has been a recent surge of interest in DND particles 

as it is expected that their surface which provides a variety of reactive functionalities, can be 

combined with the beneficial properties of macroscopic diamonds (such as their extreme hardness, 

chemical stability, biocompatibility, thermal conductivity and electrical resistivity [5]), making 

them a highly attractive nano-filler for development of new composite materials.  

 The properties of composites containing DND particles will be highly dependent on the 

dispersion stability of the particles themselves, as well as on their surface reactivity. Understanding 

the dispersion quality and improving particle stability of DND with the aim of obtaining 

monodisperse or “single-digit” particles is a challenge yet to be resolved. The properties of DND, 

including suspension stabilities and aggregation tendencies, are described in further detail in 

Section 1.3, and will be a major focal point within Chapters 2 and 3, where new strategies for 

characterisation, modification and improving dispersion quality of DND are investigated. Following 

the characterisation and modification of different DND materials, a commercial suspension of 

single-digit nanodiamond particles was selected as a nano-filler for incorporation in novel carbon 

composite materials, namely porous graphitic monolithic composites. Porous carbon materials will 

be introduced in Section 1.4 as a prelude to Chapters 4 and 5, which report on the synthesis, 

characterisation and adsorptive properties of novel porous carbon-nanodiamond monoliths or 
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“carbon on carbon” composites.  

 

1.2 Carbon at the Nanoscale 

Carbon is a tetravalent element that can undergo tetrahedral bonding with neighbouring 

atoms (sp3 bonding), or it can take the form of a planar (sp2) or a linear (sp) configuration. This 

flexibility in configuration comes from the small electronic “core” and the corresponding ability of 

the outer valence electrons to hybridise and form linear and one-dimensional (1D), planar (2D) and 

tetrahedral (3D) structures with the electrons of neighbouring atoms. Carbon can even undergo 

intermediate bonding e.g. between sp2 and sp3 hybridisation, as seen in the case of fullerenes. The 

best-known allotropes of carbon are graphite (sp2) and diamond (sp3). The non-crystalline form of 

amorphous carbon contains both sp2 and sp3 hybridisation. As a result of these variable 

hybridisation states, there are considerable differences among carbon’s bulk forms. The chemical 

and electronic properties of carbonaceous nanomaterials are often determined by the dominant 

hybridisation state of the C-C bonds [6] (Figure 1.1).  

 In 1985 the discovery of fullerenes [7] was often considered as the uncovering of the third 

allotropic form of this element and since then, there has been an intense research focus on new 

forms of carbon where the ability of carbon to exist in different allotropic forms has resulted in a 

variety of interesting nanostructures. This fascinating element continues to surprise us, with the 

discovery of new nanostructures such as nanodiamonds, nanohorns, nanotori, nano buds, graphenes, 

and nano-onions emerging in recent decades.  
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Figure 1.1 Nanocarbons and their hybridisation states. Reproduced from [8].  

 

The thermodynamically stable bonding configuration of carbon at normal temperature and 

pressure is hexagonal graphite, while diamond is metastable according to the equilibrium phase 

diagram of bulk carbon [9]. The energy difference between these two phases is 0.02 eV/ atom. The 

high activation barrier for a transition of ~0.4 eV/atom requires the use of high 

temperatures/pressures and/or the use of a catalyst to induce the phase transformation [10]. 

Understanding the stability of carbon at the nanoscale has been the focus of many researchers since 

the 1990s. The importance of size-dependent phase stabilities has been established [11], since the 

Gibbs free energy depends on surface energy, which alters the phase diagram as shown in Figure 

1.2. In the bulk form, graphite is stable (at low pressure and temperature), and diamond is stable at 

high temperature and pressure [12]. Both phases undergo (pressure dependent) melting above 

temperatures of 4500 K. The phase diagram for nanoscale carbon is overlaid in Figure 1.2, showing 

that the liquid phase is found at lower temperatures. Point A marks the Jouget point that is reached 

during detonation synthesis of nanodiamond, where pressure and temperature suddenly rise. As 

temperature and pressure decrease along the red line the carbon atoms condense into nanoclusters, 

which then form larger liquid droplets and crystallise [13]. The diamond-graphite equilibrium line 

marks the pressure threshold, below which, the growth of diamond is replaced by the formation of 

graphite. This accounts for the sp2 surface layers associated with DND.  
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Figure 1.2 Phase diagram for carbon. Reproduced from [12].  

 

CNPs possess remarkable properties and as a result, their potential applications appear 

unlimited. Some applications include the use of CNPs in coatings for protective purposes or for 

wear resistance, dispersions for medical applications, high surface area materials particularly for 

energy storage and drug delivery applications, within composite materials as an additive to improve 

strength or electrical properties, and in functional nanostructures [10]. Some of the most intensely 

studied CNPs are broadly reviewed herein, in terms of their discovery, synthesis, properties and 

applications, followed by a more detailed examination of detonation nanodiamond as potential new 

nano-filler for synthesis of carbon on carbon monolithic composites. 

 

1.2.1 Fullerenes  

The closed cage spherical molecules that are fullerenes (as shown in Figure 1.1) were first 

found to consist of 60 carbon atoms (C60 - named Buckminsterfullerene) [7] and have since then 

been shown to exist in a variety of forms (e.g. C70 is a another common form, but fullerenes with 

76, 84 and up to 100 carbon atoms are also commonly obtained). Fullerenes have been produced 
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using several different synthesis methods, such as the method involving arc-discharge between 

graphite rods in an atmosphere of helium (Hüfmann-Krätschmer procedure), the combustion of 

benzene in an oxygen-deficient atmosphere, or the condensation of polycyclic aromatic 

hydrocarbons by pyrolytic dehydrogenation or dehydrohalogenation [14]. Following synthesis, 

fullerenes undergo isolation and purification procedures, which requires considerable effort in order 

to obtain materials of adequate purity to ensure their successful application. Endohedral fullerenes 

have additional non-carbon atoms, ions or clusters enclosed within their inner spheres and they have 

been prepared with a variety of different metals, noble gases and other atoms [15]. Fullerenes have 

been used in numerous biomedical applications [16], including imaging (as MRI contrast agents), 

drug delivery applications [17], and biosensors [18], in the preparation of composite materials [19], 

and solar cells [20].  

 

1.2.2 Graphene  

Graphene is a 2-dimensional sheet structure consisting of six-membered rings of sp2-hybridised 

carbon atoms, often referred to as a “honeycomb” structure (Figure 1.1). The first isolation of a 

single layer of graphene from graphite was achieved in 2004 by Geim and co-workers [21], which 

led to intense interest and continued research in the scientific community. This has shown graphene 

to possess extraordinary electronic and mechanical properties, as well as interesting electrochemical 

properties. The top-down approach of mechanical exfoliation is still in use for preparation of 

graphene, however, it is not a high-throughput method and does not result in a high-yield. As a 

result, there have been efforts to produce graphene chemically in solution, to grow it directly from 

organic precursors, and to catalyse its growth on a substrate for in situ synthesis [22]. Nanodiamond 

(ND) can also be converted to multi-layer graphene by annealing at 1650 °C or higher in a helium 

atomsphere, however, the product has been shown to also have onion-like particles present [23], 

and these can form by the thermal annealing of ND as described further in Section 1.2.5. The 
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properties of different grades of graphene and their suitability for specific applications are highly 

dependent on the method of production used. Different applications require different grades of 

material, for example, liquid phase exfoliation of graphite is used industrially to prepare large 

volumes of graphene [24], for applications in composite materials, coatings, electrodes and energy 

storage. Other applications such as electronics and bio-applications including drug delivery and 

imaging require a higher grade of graphene that can be prepared by CVD [25].  

 

1.2.3 Carbon Nanotubes 

In 1991 Sumio Iijima first described the preparation of a new type of carbon nanostructure, 

which he referred to as “helical microtubules of graphitic carbon”. They were produced from a 

cathode by a carbon-arc discharge method similar to that used in the preparation of fullerenes [26]. 

Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs) can be considered as molecular scale tubes of graphene sheets with a 

range of diameters (up to tens of nanometers) and lengths (up to centimetres), or as the one-

dimensional analogues of zero-dimensional fullerene molecules, and their ends are typically capped 

with a fullerene-like structure. They can exist in different forms, i.e. single walled carbon nanotubes 

(SWCNT), and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT), which contain two or more concentric 

graphitic tubes (Figure 1.1). The arc discharge method can be used to produce high quality 

SWCNTs and MWCNTs, and this involves evaporation of carbon atoms by helium plasma 

generated by a high current between anode and cathode. By controlling the arc discharge synthesis 

conditions, it is possible to prepare MWCNTs up to 10 μm in length with 5-10 nm diameter [10]. 

Laser ablation and chemical vapour deposition (CVD) are also commonly used methods of 

synthesis for CNTs.  

CNTs are known to have extraordinary thermal and mechanical properties, including a high 

tensile strength, high thermal conductivity and stability. Interestingly, their electronic properties 

vary as a function of the arrangement of the graphene layers; they can either function as a conductor 
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or a semi-conductor [27]. Furthermore, their chemical modification with a variety of moieties has 

been reported, and is an important step in realising their promise in terms of applications. 

Application areas include biosensors, nano-electronics and electrode materials [28], gas sensors 

[29], and separation science [30-31]. 

 

1.2.4 Nanodiamonds 

Diamond is an exceptional material in many respects, and nanodiamond (ND) is a 

nanoscopic version of sp3 carbon (Figure 1.1) with unique properties originating from its lattice 

structure and its interesting surface chemistry [32]. It is emerging as an important material for a 

variety of applications. Attractive properties of ND include a high Young’s modulus, 

biocompatibility, optical properties, high thermal conductivity and electrical resistivity. It has a 

high chemical stability despite its varied surface chemistry, which is dependent on both the 

synthesis and purification methods used in its production. The term ND is used to refer to a 

variety of diamond-based materials at the nanoscale and these range from single nano-sized 

diamond clusters to bulk nanocrystalline diamond films, and some of these interesting materials 

are described below. The synthesis, properties, surface chemistry and applications of detonation 

nanodiamond (DND) will be reviewed in more detail within Section 1.3. 

ND was first discovered in the 1960s in Russia where scientists were studying the 

detonation of carbonaceous material in sealed chambers. Research interest grew in the 1980s in 

both Russia and the USA, where synthesis and purification methods were further developed 

[33]. There are a number of methods currently in use for the production of nanoscale diamond. 

The milling of both natural and synthetic diamond microcrystals is a relatively simple 

production method and the resulting diamonds can be fractionated based on size [32]. 

Detonation synthesis involves the detonation of explosives (the carbon source) in an oxygen-

deficient atmosphere in a special detonation chamber, and this is one of the more common 
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methods of synthesis used on an industrial scale today. The resulting detonation soot contains 

nanodiamond particles, which must undergo subsequent purification due to the graphitic layer 

coating them, and due to other impurities such as non-carbon materials from the detonation 

chamber itself [34]. Shockwave synthesis has also proven to be a popular choice industrially, 

and it involves the direct phase transformation of graphite into diamond crystallites caused by 

an external detonation shockwave [35]. The size of nanodiamond particles is dependent on the 

method of production used. For example, depending on the precursor material, nanodiamonds 

between 4 and 25 nm can be synthesised via shockwave methods, whereas those produced by 

mechanical milling can have a larger size distribution up to 50 nm [32]. Nanodiamond produced 

by CVD methods can have a variety of sizes, properties and morphologies [36], but they tend to 

have less functionalities and a more simple structure when compared to DND [37]. Some of the 

major applications of diamond-based nanostructures are within composite materials, wear-resistant 

coatings, polishing, chromatographic and drug delivery applications [10]. 

 

1.2.5 Carbon Onions  

Carbon onions (also referred to as “onion like carbon”) belong to a class of concentric fullerenes 

or curved concentric graphitic sheets (Figure 1.1) [38]. Sumio Iijima first discovered them in 1980, 

while studying a sample of carbon black by TEM [39]. Ugarte subsequently proposed the 

mechanism of their formation in 1992 based upon a study using a focused electron beam on 

amorphous carbon, which caused graphitisation and curling until closure to minimise surface 

energy [38]. Carbon onions may be produced (on the scale of several grams) by the thermal 

annealing of ND particles in a vacuum [40], and interestingly, the reverse transformation has also 

been reported. The electron irradiation of carbon onions resulted in formation of ND particles [41].  

Annealing ND causes the particles to undergo graphitisation, which proceeds from the outer 

more reactive surface regions inwards, in a layer-by-layer fashion (Figure 1.3). The size of the 
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resultant carbon onions is dependent on the ND precursor material. Onions between 5-10 nm in 

diameter can be produced from 5 nm diameter ND materials. Other methods for the synthesis of 

carbon onions have been reported, including the arc discharge method between two graphite 

electrodes in water, laser excitation of ethylene in air to convert the hydrocarbon into a solid carbon 

onion, and CVD using an iron catalyst to decompose acetylene at 400 °C yielding much larger 

carbon onions (~50 nm) [42]. 

 

 

Figure 1.3 Molecular dynamics simulation of ND (A) annealed at a temperature of 1400 °C with 

graphitisation evident at the surface (also called a bucky-diamond) (B) and annealed at 2000 °C, 

where there is complete graphitisation of the ND particle resulting in formation of a carbon onion. 

Reproduced from [42]. 

 

The structural properties of carbon onions vary depending on the synthesis conditions and for 

the purpose of this thesis the focus will herein be on those derived from a DND precursor. There 

have been extensive studies carried out on the annealing of ND under different conditions to obtain 

carbon onions because of their wide potential applications and to improve understanding of the 

transition process. Xu et. al. demonstrated the effect annealing ND in different atmospheres could 

have on the properties of the resultant material. They reported that the onset of graphitisation 

occurred at 670 °C in argon and continued to proceed from the surface regions inwards up to a 

temperature of 1100 °C, during which time the ND underwent significant micro-structural and 

morphological changes [43]. They also reported the onset of oxidation of ND occurring at 496 °C, 
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affecting the reactive surface regions first. Butenko et. al. have further explored the physical and 

chemical characteristics of carbon onions produced by annealing ND in a vacuum at temperatures 

of ~800-1800 °C using photoemission spectroscopy to probe the structural properties [44]. It was 

found that carbon onions displayed higher binding energies than ND, which was explained by the 

curvature of graphitic layers that accumulate different types of defects during annealing of ND. The 

intermediate structures encountered during this annealing process are referred to as bucky-diamonds 

and they contain a diamond-like core and single or multiple cage-like shells (Figure 1.3) [45].  

Carbon onions derived from ND display high surface areas, between 400-600 m2/g. They are 

not inherently porous materials (i.e. there is no accessible internal porosity in carbon onions), 

however, pores may be formed by the space between multiple onions and these are typically in the 

mesopore size range. They have high electrical conductivities and relatively easy dispersibility 

compared to nanotubes and graphene, making them promising materials for electrochemical 

applications. They have been shown to be ideal additives to battery and supercapacitor electrodes 

for high power applications due to their excellent capacitance retention at high current densities [42, 

46]. Carbon onions have also found application in composite materials, electromagnetic devices 

[47], lubricants, and environmental applications in remediation [48].  

 

1.3 Detonation Nanodiamond: Synthesis and Properties 

1.3.1 Synthesis 

DND is produced by detonation of carbon-containing explosives (e.g. A 60:40 mixture of 2-

methyl-1,3,5-trinitrobenzene and hexogen) with a negative oxygen balance in a closed detonation 

chamber filled with an inert gas or water coolant, where the explosives provide both a source of 

carbon and energy for the conversion. This is followed by the collection and purification of the 

detonation soot. Primary DND particles are typically small (4-5 nm diameter) with a narrow size 
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distribution as a direct result of the experimental conditions in their synthesis, such that the upper 

size limit for growing DND particles is set by the duration of the detonation shock wave within the 

detonation chamber when the pressure is sufficient for DND formation [49]. The detonation 

chamber is then subjected to a rapid cooling step to reduce formation of graphitic soot, which can 

form at the high temperatures present when the pressure drops following detonation. The carbon 

yield is 4-10% of the weight of the explosive precursor, and the detonation soot can contain up to 

80 wt.% of the diamond phase [33, 49]. DND particles typically comprise of a diamond core of sp3 

carbon, partially coated with a graphitic shell with dangling bonds that are terminated by functional 

groups. The existence of disordered graphitic shells on the surface of DND particles can be 

attributed to the structural instability of the diamond surface having carbon atoms with no 

terminating species [10, 50]. As well as containing graphitic carbon, the raw detonation soot can 

contain metals, metal oxides and other impurities that come from the detonation chamber and the 

explosives used, therefore, purification of the detonation soot is a vital step in preparation of DND. 

 

1.3.2 Purification 

Impurities may fundamentally alter thermal and mechanical characteristics, as well as 

aggregation behaviour and physicochemical properties of DND. Purification procedures commonly 

employ wet chemistry techniques such as harsh oxidising treatments (e.g. nitric acid, or a mixture 

of sulfuric, and nitric acid, or nitric acid and hydrogen peroxide) that can have a significant impact 

on the surface chemistry of DND. They typically display oxygen-containing groups on the surface 

resulting from the oxidative treatment and the use of water as a cooling medium following 

detonation synthesis [51-52]. Surface functionalities can include hydroxyl, carboxylic, anhydride, 

ketone and lactone groups [53], and there can be some graphitic carbon remaining on the surface 

even after purification.  

 There are a variety of other purification procedures currently in use and under development 
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in an effort to improve DND quality. These include microwave-assisted acid oxidation [54], 

catalyst-assisted oxidation, ozone-enriched air oxidation, selective oxidation in air [5], ultrasonic, 

magnetic and electrolysis methods [55]. Establishment of a standardised purification procedure is 

necessary to ensure a less variable material and for the successful application of DND. Moreover, 

the dis-aggregation of DND particles is crucial in order to benefit fully from their advantageous 

properties, and many applications (e.g. biomedicine, nanocomposites) require a high dispersion 

quality.  

 

1.3.3 Aggregation 

DND particles have a strong tendency to form aggregates 100-200 nm in size, some of which 

are unbreakable even by intensive sonication [56]. These aggregates form as a result of the high 

surface area to volume ratio associated with nanoparticles where surface forces contribute to 

interparticle attractions, as well as the surface chemistry contribution coming from the DND surface 

functionalities. There has been a significant effort towards understanding the interactions between 

DND particles that causes such strong aggregation, and the underlying mechanism for their 

formation has been heavily debated.  

Recent research suggests that electrostatic interactions are the main cause of aggregation in 

DND materials, where strong inter-particle electrostatic interactions result in the formation of 

agglutinates (~60 nm) and agglomerates (~100-200 nm) as put forward by Barnard and Osawa 

based upon the density functional theory model [3-4]. Van der Waals forces have also been 

proposed as the underlying mechanism for DND agglomerate formation. Xu and Zhao have 

recently demonstrated the possibility that interactions between DND particles could be dominated 

by van der Waals forces [57]. Strong bonding in the sp2 matrix has also been linked with 

aggregation tendencies in DND, whereby it is thought that graphitic shells can engulf a number of 

primary DND particles and hold them together resulting from the detonation synthesis conditions. 
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However a full understanding of aggregation mechanisms of DND remains a fundamental research 

question.   

 

1.3.4 Towards Producing Stable Suspensions of Single Digit DND 

Despite the uncertainty over agglomeration mechanisms in DND materials, the goal of 

producing a suspension of single digit or monodisperse DND particles remains unchanged, and a 

number of de-aggregation routes have been established. Milling methods with ceramic microbeads 

and beads-assisted sonic disintegration (BASD) have been developed by Osawa and co-workers 

[56, 58], and have more recently been utilised for the de-agglomeration and surface 

functionalisation of DND to obtain stable functionalised particles in colloidal solution [59]. 

Microbead milling can lead to contamination of the DND with bead material, however, dry milling 

has shown promise as an alternative method that does not introduce contaminants, using readily 

available milling materials such as sugars or salts [60]. 

A number of other methods for DND de-aggregation have been proposed, including 

graphitisation and subsequent oxidation of the thin graphitic layer formed on the DND, resulting in 

reduced particle sizes for 50% of the particles in suspension to below 50 nm [61]. Hydrogenation at 

500 °C has also been shown to successfully break aggregates down to a monodisperse suspension 

of core-sized DND (4 nm) with a high dispersion stability over extended periods [62]. 

Centrifugation can be used to separate DND particles into size-based fractions as demonstrated by 

Larionova et. al. where fractions containing aggregates of different sizes were isolated and Fourier 

transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) analysis showed them to display some differences in 

surface chemistry (in relation to number of oxygen-containing groups on the surface) [63].  

The variable surface of DND can also display a very wide range of zeta (ζ) potentials, ranging 

from as low as −100 mV up to +70 mV. This affects the colloidal stability of the particles, and 

potentials above 30 mV or below −30 mV are typically observed for stable nanoparticle 
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suspensions. The ζ potential refers to the value of electric potential at the shear surface (cloud of 

ions surrounding a charged colloidal particle in an electrolyte), and it can be studied by laser 

Doppler electrophoresis since ζ potential is related to electrophoretic mobility of the particles [64]. 

This relationship will be discussed in further detail in Chapter 2, where the electrophoretic 

parameters of different DND materials are investigated by capillary electrophoresis, a potential new 

method for their characterisation and separation/fractionation.  

 

1.3.5 Surface Chemistry and Functionalisation Strategies  

 The flexibility offered by the functionalised DND surface allows for sophisticated 

modifications without affecting the attractive properties of the diamond core, and for many 

applications a suitable surface termination is required. The surface functional groups enable the 

immobilisation of different moieties such as polymer chains, biomolecules or drug molecules, and 

this is achieved through adsorption or covalent attachment. This also presents an opportunity to 

impart a high colloidal stability to the particles by tailoring the surface functionalities appropriately. 

Control over the surface chemistry of DND requires a purified sample, ideally with only one kind 

of functional group present, to ensure high reproducibility of any further reactions it is subjected to. 

Although the various functional groups can be used directly for covalent functionalisation, a 

popular approach has been to firstly ensure maximum oxidation of the DND so that the surface is 

carboxylated.  

This can be achieved through the use of harsh oxidising acids (e.g. a mixture of hydrochloric, 

nitric and sulfuric acids) or an acid piranha (sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide) which will 

oxidise the surface, and remove non-diamond carbon and some metal impurities, while improving 

the purity of the DND which is an inherent advantage of this approach [53]. Surface oxidation has 

also been achieved in air at carefully selected elevated temperatures [5]. The use of microwave-

assisted acidic oxidation has produced a highly pure and oxygenated DND material that would be 
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suitable for further surface functionalisation [54], using various mixtures of acids (nitric, sulfuric, 

hydrochloric, perchloric and hydrofluoric acids) for removal of non-carbon contaminants resulting 

in 99.95% purity compared with detonation soot. Oxidised DND materials display hydrophilicity 

and negative zeta potentials, and are suitable for dispersion in polar solvents.  

The hydroxylation of the DND surface also provides a suitable surface for further 

functionalisation, and has proven to be a popular approach for surface homogenisation alongside 

carboxylation. The formation of hydroxyl groups can be achieved by subjecting oxygen-terminated 

DND to reduction reactions using the Fenton reagent (mixture of hydrogen peroxide and iron 

sulfate) [65], borane, or lithium aluminium hydride. Krueger and co-workers applied both borane 

and lithium aluminium hydride reduction to DNDs to achieve surface hydroxylation prior to 

attachment of silane moieties acting as a linker between the DND and peptides in developing a 

material suitable for biological applications [66]. Mechanochemical treatment of DND particles in 

water has proven to be a facile method of introducing -OH groups to the surface and it involves 

using BASD or milling procedures on the particles. Based on increases in -OH related bands in the 

FTIR spectrum, it was concluded that these milling methods resulted in stable suspensions of -OH 

terminated particles [53].  

The surface of oxidised DND can then be modified using wet chemistry techniques, or high-

temperature gas treatment. Heating carboxylated DND in the presence of hydrogen can result in the 

reduction of the carboxyl group to an alcohol, with the formation of additional C-H groups on the 

surface. The remaining oxygen can be removed by increasing the temperature (up to 700 °C) [67]. 

Heating in ammonia can lead to the formation of a number of new surface functional groups (e.g. 

NH2, C≡N, and groups containing C=N), and the amination of DND surfaces is attractive for 

further binding of biomolecules. Heating in chlorine will produce acylchloride groups on the 

surface [12]. The annealing of DND in an inert gas, or under vacuum, will lead to removal of 

functional groups and graphitisation of the diamond to form carbon onions as discussed in Section 
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1.2.5.  

Covalent modification of the surface has also been demonstrated using wet chemistry 

techniques, such as halogenation (usually with fluorine) followed by nucleophilic substitution for 

grafting of ethers, amines and C-C single bonds on DND. This represents a useful method for direct 

DND alkylation or amination, however, the mechanism of nucleophilic substitution is under further 

investigation [53]. Formation of amides on carboxylated DND has been achieved through reaction 

of an acid chloride modified surface with amines. The formation of ester linkages has also been 

demonstrated using the carboxylic group through reaction with suitable alcohols using acid 

catalysis or acid chlorides [53]. Furthermore, hydroxylated DND has proven suitable for covalent 

modification. Esters were formed on the surface through reaction with carboxylic acid chlorides. 

The -OH functionality can also be used for reaction with silanising reagents as commonly carried 

out on glass, silica and other surfaces which is attractive for the production of hydrophobic DND 

particles, ideal for dispersion in non-polar media provided the applied silane reagents impart 

hydrophobicity to the DND.  

Modification of the surface of DND allows for more precise control over the behaviour of 

these variable nanoparticles, and has the potential to dramatically reduce aggregation and 

improve particle stability towards the ultimate goal of obtaining single digit particles. It 

provides a homogeneous platform for further functionalisation, allowing for development of 

DND applications, and some examples of applications include polishing in electronics and 

machinery-finishing [68], biological applications such as the development of drug delivery 

systems [69-70], the high-affinity capture of proteins [71], and as a fluorescent marker for 

biological moieties [66]. Nanodiamonds can be added to motor oil as a lubricant [10]. They are 

used in the production of nanocomposites to improve the mechanical strength and wear 

resistance of polymers [12], their tunable electronic properties make them ideal for use in 

electronic applications and they have been used in coating electrodes [37, 55]. The specific 
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application of ND as a nano-filler within composite materials is examined in further detail 

below.  

 

1.3.6 Applications in Nanocomposite Materials 

The flexible surface chemistry combined with the excellent mechanical and thermal properties 

of ND materials make them a promising nano-filler material for composites. There have been 

numerous reports on the incorporation of DND in polymer-based composite materials and the 

resulting improvement in certain properties. Considerable changes in mechanical strength have 

been achieved for electrospun polymer fibres containing high loadings of DND for application in 

protective coatings [72], and for ND-epoxy composites with 3 times greater hardness when the 

DND was covalently bound to the matrix through amino groups [73]. The incorporation of ND in 

polymer matrices has been widely studied and other enhancements in properties have been detailed, 

including improved thermal conductivity [74], wear resistance [75] and electromagnetic shielding 

[76]. The combination of two different nanocarbons in a polymer composite has been shown to 

result in superior properties such as the addition of binary combinations of ND, few-layer 

graphene and single-walled CNTs to reinforce polyvinyl alcohol where significant changes in 

mechanical properties were achieved (stiffness and hardness improved up to 400%) compared 

to composites that were reinforced with a single nanocarbon [77]. Inorganic-based ND 

composites have mainly focused on CVD techniques for diamond deposition in the production of 

hard carbide- or nitride-containing coatings, and this is of interest to the composite and coatings 

communities due to the improved hardness that can be achieved through addition of ND [55]. 

Electrodeposition of inorganic ND composite coatings has also been used with chromium and 

silicon for reduction of brittleness [78].  

  The incorporation of DND within carbonaceous composites is an expanding area of 

research that has not yet been explored in great depth. There are only a small number of 
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existing reports on the preparation of this new type of composite available. Gordeev and co-

workers have bonded ND into a composite using a graphite matrix demonstrating 

immobilisation of biomolecules in 2003 and 2015 [79-80] for potential application in drug 

delivery. The electrical and magnetic properties of a similar ND-pyrocarbon composite were 

also investigated for semiconductor applications [81-82]. Improvements in BET surface area 

(up to 58%) have resulted from incorporation of ND within a carbon fibre composite prepared 

using covalent attachment of ND modified with hydroxyl and amino groups to the carbon 

fibre’s surface [83]. Another class of nanocarbon-based composites containing ND are produced 

by coupling various nanocarbons with NDs. This has been accomplished through the CVD 

deposition of diamond nanocrystallites on CNTs [84-85], and by heating aqueous suspensions 

of graphene oxide (GO) and ND to 100 °C over a period of 2 days forming a GO-ND composite 

that displayed good electrochemical performance [86].  

   There is evidently a growing interest in ND-containing composite materials within the 

materials, coatings, energy storage, and biomedical communities due to its outstanding 

properties. This low-cost nanocarbon also has the advantage of low thermal expansion, which 

renders it suitable for incorporation in composites requiring a thermal treatment step in their 

synthesis such as polymers or carbonaceous composites. An interesting study from Shi and co-

workers showed that annealing GO-ND composites at 1200 °C resulted in their transformation 

to flexible mesoporous graphene-carbon onion composite films with high surface areas and 

conductivities [87]. Synthesis of carbon composite materials can often involve an 

annealing/pyrolysis step. A DND nano-filler has the potential to improve the thermal 

conductivity or thermal stability of a material, and this should have a temperature-dependent 

effect on the properties of the final composite. With the investigation of DND as a nano-filler 

within porous carbon monolithic composites in this work, it is anticipated that the pyrolysis 

process involved in preparation of carbon monolithic composites will be affected by DND’s 
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thermal properties. At high temperatures, the graphitisation of DND to form carbon onions 

could occur, whereas at lower temperatures, the thermal stability of DND may play a role.  

 Finally it is important to consider the dispersion quality of the nano-filler in used 

nanocomposite synthesis. The purity and stability of a DND nano-filler should be optimised to 

ensure a high quality final material with improved properties. Degradation in properties is likely to 

occur if the DND is unstable, poorly dispersed, aggregated, or high in impurities. Therefore, careful 

consideration was taken when selecting a DND material for incorporation in carbon monolithic 

composites. A commercial DND material available from PlasmaChem Gmbh (Berlin, Germany) in 

the form of a stable suspension of “single-digit nanodiamonds” produced by chemical disintegration 

of aggregates was selected due to its good dispersibility in a variety of solvents, good stability, and 

small particle size (5-15 nm by dynamic light scattering with a diamond crystallite size of 3.5-5.2 

nm) and purity (free from additives and milling impurities). 

 

1.4 Porous Materials: Carbon Monoliths for Application in Adsorption 

1.4.1 Classification of Porous Materials 

Porous materials continue to attract significant interest within science and technology fields due 

to their numerous applications in catalysis, gas storage, chemical separations, and energy storage to 

name a few. They are classified according to their pore sizes, which are outlined by the IUPAC as 

follows: macropores are pores with an internal width greater than 50 nm; mesopores have an 

internal pore width between 2 and 50 nm; and micropores have an internal pore width of less than 2 

nm.  

Sorption behaviour of fluids in macropores is different to that in meso- and micropores. 

Micropores have a high adsorption potential due to their small width, and adsorption within them 

(micropore filling) is dominated by interactions between the pore walls and fluid molecules. In 
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contrast, macropores are relatively large and adsorption within them is dependent both on the 

interaction between fluid molecules and the interaction between the fluid and the pore walls. This 

leads to capillary condensation wherein a gaseous adsorbate condenses to a liquid-like phase in 

pores at a pressure below saturation pressure of the bulk fluid [88].  

The shape of an adsorption isotherm depends on the strength of interaction between the sorbent 

walls and the adsorbate, as well as the effects of confined pore space. Figure 1.4 shows the six types 

of adsorption isotherm based upon the IUPAC classification. Type I is a reversible isotherm and can 

be generated when adsorption is limited to only one or a few molecular layers of adsorbate. The 

amount adsorbed approaches a limiting value as the relative pressure (P/P0) nears 1. This is 

commonly observed for chemisorption and can also be seen for physisorption on microporous 

materials where the high uptake at low relative pressures is due to micropore filling which takes 

place here due to the high adsorption potential of the small pores. Type II isotherms indicate that 

monolayer-multilayer adsorption has occurred, and they are commonly observed for macroporous 

adsorbents. Point B is marked on the isotherm in Figure 1.4 and this is often referred to as the knee. 

It shows the point at which multilayer adsorption begins, following adsorption of a monolayer. The 

type III isotherm is also reversible and it demonstrates a weak adsorbent-adsorbate interaction 

throughout the range of relative pressures, with the notable absence of a knee in the isotherm [88].  

Type IV isotherms are commonly seen for mesoporous materials and they have a characteristic 

hysteresis loop indicative of capillary condensation occurring in the mesopores. The type IV 

isotherm shown in Figure 1.4 has a limiting step at high relative pressures and this suggests that 

complete pore filling has taken place. Type V isotherms also display a hysteresis loop suggesting 

capillary condensation, however the concave shape of the isotherm at low relative pressures (similar 

to type III) shows a weak adsorbent-adsorbate interaction. Finally, the type VI isotherm shows 

multilayer adsorption, which occurs in a step-by-step process on a uniform, non-porous material 

[88].  
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Figure 1.4 Types of physisorption isotherms based on IUPAC classification. Reproduced from 

[89].  

 

1.4.2. Development of Carbon Monoliths and their Application in Adsorption 

Tailoring the structural and chemical properties of porous materials including pore size, shape, 

surface reactivity and connectivity is a key step in furthering their application. Porous carbon 

materials are highly topical for use in supercapacitors and as an electrode material [90-91], as 

adsorbents for environmental remediation and gas separation and storage [92-93]. One novel route 

to the production of porous carbons is by synthesis of a carbon monolith, which typically exhibits a 

hierarchical pore network. Hierarchical porous carbon materials should have a combination of 

macro- meso- or micro-pores. Tri-modal porous materials contain all three levels of pores.  Carbon 

monoliths offer the advantage of a tuneable 3D interconnected pore network, high surface area, and 

good thermal and chemical stability, which gives them some advantages in terms of high flow-

through permeability, good electronic conductivity, and high rates of mass and heat transfer. Their 
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high permeability and ease of handling lends them well to applications in electrochemistry or 

separation processes including chromatographic columns and filtration devices where improved 

electrolyte diffusion and electron conductivity are advantageous [94]. They can be fabricated in a 

variety of different shapes such as discs or rods thus offering more manageability and flexibility 

than porous carbon powders made up of fine carbon particles [95]. 

Monoliths can be defined as a continuous piece of material with a defined 3D shape that 

generally has an interconnected porous structure [96], and they have traditionally been prepared 

from silica or polymers for applications in separation science [97-98]. The first carbon monolith 

reported for use in separation science, specifically for high-performance liquid chromatography 

(HPLC), was prepared by Guichon and co-workers in 2003, where it was shown to be a promising 

alternative stationary phase to silica and polymer monoliths, due to the reduced swelling in organic 

solvents and improved resistance to hydrolysis [100]. The use of a spherical silica template was 

effective in creating a highly interconnected macropore network within this carbon monolith, and 

has proven to be an effective route for preparation of carbon monolithic materials for 

chromatographic or adsorptive applications [100-103].  

In general, pore design is key to the synthesis of carbon monoliths and a variety of synthetic 

methods have been reported which allow for creation of controlled pores. The most common route 

of fabrication is to use a templating approach to facilitate the creation of a tailored pore structure. 

Templates are classified as either hard templates (inorganic colloids, preformed porous inorganic 

structures, such as silica spheres or monoliths) or soft templates (such as polymers or surfactants). 

The template is combined with a carbon precursor, which undergoes polymerisation and 

carbonisation followed by template removal (Figure 1.5). In the case of a hard template this requires 

the use of strong acid or base for template removal, whereas solvent washing, or thermal 

decomposition more easily removes soft templates [99]. After template removal, a negative carbon 

replica of the original template structure is produced. Selection of an appropriate precursor material 
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can also allow for tuning the structure and morphology of the carbon itself, which can be prepared 

by thermal polymerisation or drying methods such as freeze drying or evaporation, followed by 

carbonisation.  

 

 

Figure 1.5 Scheme representing the synthesis of porous carbon monolithic materials based on the 

colloidal templating approach using hard or soft templates to facilitate the creation of a controlled 

pore network (e.g. silica colloids or polymeric colloids can be used as templates). Reproduced from 

[99].  

 

The use of silica spheres as a hard template was reported by Knox and Gilbert in 1979 for the 

production of commercially available porous graphitic carbon stationary phases (Hypercarb®) 

wherein highly porous silica gel was used as a template, with phenol formaldehyde resin as the 

carbon precursor [105], and template removal was achieved using hot potassium carbonate before 

graphitisation at 2340 °C. Synthesis of carbon monoliths by Guichon et. al. and later by our group 

followed the same fashion using a spherical silica template for creation of uniform macropores 

[100-103]. This synthesis was based on the polymerisation of a resorcinol formaldehyde (RF) 

precursor infiltrating a packed spherical silica template. An iron catalyst was used to achieve 

localised graphitisation at relatively low temperatures, and this was followed by HF removal of the 

silica template. The orientation of the silica spheres was dependent on gravity, which can lead to a 

lack of order in the macropores. Silica monoliths have also been utilised as a hard template for 

preparation of carbon monoliths (Figure 1.6), often with glucose, sucrose or furfuryl alcohol as the 
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carbon precursor, and this nanocasting approach allows for a high degree of control over the final 

porosity where a more ordered structure can be achieved [106-107].   

Other hard templating methods that have been explored include colloidal crystal templating 

(using templates such as colloidal silica or polymeric spheres) for preparation of inverse opal or 

three-dimensionally ordered macroporous materials (3DOM) [108]. The colloidal template should 

self-assemble into an ordered structure with tightly packed particles, and following template 

removal, the resultant carbon monolith should have a high degree of periodicity in three dimensions 

[109]. The synthesis of tailored 3DOM materials is limited by the diameter of the colloidal 

template, which is generally 0.1-1 μm [109], however, ordered microporous and mesoporous 

carbons can be synthesised to have smaller pore diameters, well below 10 nm, using zeolites or 

mesoporous silicas [110].  

 

 

Figure 1.6 Photograph showing bimodal silica monolith (meso- and macro-pores) used as a mould 

(left) for synthesis of nano-cast carbon monolith replica (right). Reproduced from [106]. 

 

Soft templating synthesis can offer a less time consuming alternative procedure to the multistep 

hard templating methods described above. However, the production of highly ordered carbon 

monoliths by soft templating procedures is challenging. The carbon precursor should form a highly 

cross-linked polymer within which the soft templates can be sacrificed as a porogen during the 

carbonisation step.  It is important that there is a matching interaction between the carbon precursor 

and the porogen, and the porogen should be stable enough to survive the drying or curing process, 
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but should decompose during carbonisation, or be easily removed by solvent washing. Soft 

templates can be surfactants that form micelles, single molecules, small molecules that will self-

assemble, or high molecular weight molecules such as dendrimers or polymers [111]. Polymer 

colloids such as poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) and polystyrene colloids are often used as soft 

templates, and RF resins are commonly used as the carbon precursor. The polymeric templates can 

easily be removed with solvent washing or during carbonisation as reported for PMMA colloidal 

templates with RF carbon precursor where the template was removed by carbonisation up to 900 °C 

[112]. 
 Surfactant assemblies have also been widely used in fabrication of carbon monoliths, where 

ampiphilic triblock copolymers and surfactants are used as soft templates and RF carbon precursors. 

Following thermal polymerisation of the RF precursor around the soft template, the template is 

removed and the remaining material carbonised to produce a mesoporous carbon, typically 

displaying 3-10 nm wide pores. Liang and Dai reported the preparation of a bimodal carbon 

monolith using a polymerisation-induced phase separation method for preparation of macroporous 

polymers. Bicontinuous macroporous morphologies with microdomains from 0.5-6 μm diameter 

were fabricated and the materials were subsequently carbonised to produce a meso-macroporous 

carbon monolith by decomposition of the triblock co-polymer soft template (poly(ethylene oxide)-

poly(propylene oxide)-poly(ethylene oxide) [113]. Triblock co-polymers are often used as a 

template in carbon monolith synthesis in conjunction with RF resins, as similarly described by 

Huang et. al. in 2008 where two Pluronic® triblock co-polymers were used as double soft templates 

with RF as a carbon precursor, for a one-step base-catalysed hydrothermal polymerisation, resulting 

in a uniform distribution of ~3 nm mesopores with an irregular macroporous network [114]. Yuan 

and co-workers also demonstrated the synthesis of an ordered mesoporous carbon monolith using a 

Pluronic® triblock co-polymer and RF resin with a low temperature autoclave step at 50 °C over a 

period of 3 days [115]. Other methods of soft templating synthesis of carbon monoliths include 
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emulsion templating for preparation of templated porous polymers using a high internal phase 

emulsion along with carbon rich monomers that are then pyrolysed to produce porous carbon 

monoliths [116], or by ice templating where a suspension or emulsion is frozen, and the frozen 

solvent is removed by lyophilisation to produce a highly interconnected macroporous network [117-

118].  

The properties of carbon monoliths can be further tuned using a surface functionalisation 

approach to allow for improvements in the material at the bulk or interface level. This can be 

achieved through direct incorporation of heteroatoms in the synthesis step, activation or oxidation 

of the surface following synthesis, or attachment of moieties to the surface such as nanoparticles or 

polymer coatings [119]. The incorporation of non-carbonaceous nanoparticles into the framework 

of carbon monoliths during synthesis or as a post-synthesis modification has received considerable 

research interest. More recently, the addition of carbonaceous nanoparticles, specifically fullerenes, 

was explored as a route to tailor the carbon monolith’s properties and has resulted in improved 

properties such as greater surface areas, more uniform pore size distributions, and changes in 

electrochemical performance [104]. With the effective preservation of the CNPs during the 

graphitisation step, there is likely to be a transfer of their unique properties to the composite 

monolith. The favourable properties associated with DND make it a promising candidate for 

inclusion in such a composite as outlined in Section 1.3.6.  
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1.5 Conclusions 

Carbon is a remarkable element, with its unique electronic structure and size, allowing it to form 

various bonds with other carbon atoms leading to an array of interesting structures. A number of 

CNPs were introduced within this Chapter and there was a specific focus on DND, which has 

emerged in recent decades as an outstanding material in terms of its unique properties and potential 

applications. However, there is a great degree of variability associated with DND resulting from 

the different explosive precursors used in its synthesis and the different purification routes, as 

well as the diverse surface functionalities, particle sizes and and aggregation tendencies, all of 

which necessitate further attention from scientists. These issues must be addressed in order to 

ensure the continued success of DND-based applications, and in the case of composite materials 

specifically, a nano-filler should be aggregate-free and have a good colloidal stability. The 

biocompatibility, mechanical strength, thermal stability and conductivity, and large accessible 

surface area presenting readily tailorable functional groups of DND make it an exciting 

candidate for inclusion in composite materials. Its incorporation in the production of carbon on 

carbon composite materials is an area of research that has not yet been explored in great depth, 

but offers the potential for development of novel materials with exceptional properties.  
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1.6 Aims 

The overall goal of this research was to investigate detonation nanodiamond (DND) as a nano-

filler for synthesis of novel carbon on carbon composite monoliths. This required a prior 

understanding of the properties of DND such as their size, zeta potential, dispersibility, 

agglomeration tendencies and other variable aspects of this nanomaterial. Therefore, the following 

aims were identified towards achieving this goal: 

• Characterise of a variety of DND materials from different sources and purification routes 

with the goal of improving understanding of their respective properties including colloidal 

stability, agglomeration tendencies, particle size distributions, zeta potentials and factors 

that affect the onset of agglomeration 

• Explore strategies for the modification of DND surface chemistry through silanisation with 

the intention of producing a highly stable hydrophobic particle with reduced agglomeration, 

and to perform a detailed characterisation this newly functionalised DND material 

• Select a DND nano-filler for incorporation in a porous graphitic carbon monolith, and 

explore the composite material’s properties and potential application as an adsorbent 

material  

• Characterise the effects of DND inclusion on the properties of the composite monoliths, 

with a particular focus on the thermal properties of DND and how they affect the material 

during pyrolysis 
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Abstract 

The functionalisation of nanodiamond is a key step in furthering its application in areas such as 

surface coatings, drug delivery, bio-imaging and other biomedical avenues. Accordingly, analytical 

methods for the detailed characterisation of functionalised nano-materials are of great importance. 

This work presents an approach for the elemental analysis of zero-dimensional nanocarbons, 

specifically detonation nanodiamond (DND) following purification and functionalisation 

procedures. There is a particular emphasis on the presence of silicon, both for the purified DND, 

and after its functionalisation with silanes. Five different silylation procedures for purified DND 

were explored and assessed quantitatively using inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry 

(ICP-MS) for analysis of dilute suspensions. A maximum Si loading of 29,300 μg/g on the DND 

was achieved through a combination of two silylating reagents. The presence of 28 other elements 

in the DND materials was also quantified by ICP-MS. The characterisation of Si-O bond formation 

was supported by an FTIR evaluation of relevant functional groups. The thermal stability of the 

silylated DND was examined by thermogravimetric analysis. Improved particle size distribution 

and dispersion stability resulted from the silylation procedure, as confirmed by dynamic light 

scattering and capillary zone electrophoresis.   
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3.1 Introduction 

There is a growing interest in the properties and applications of ultra-dispersed matter, 

specifically nanodiamonds (ND), which are produced by a variety of synthetic methods. Some 

popular production methods include cavitation and laser production, chemical vapour deposition, 

crushed high-pressure high-temperature (HPHT) diamond, and detonation synthesis for the 

production of detonation nanodiamond (DND) [1]. The method of production can have a significant 

impact on the resultant diamond’s properties, and DND is known to have higher impurity levels 

than those present in other synthetically derived diamonds [2]. The type and level of impurities 

present in DND can vary dramatically, as they depend on both the production and purification 

methods utilised [3].  

DND has shown significant promise for application in a wide variety of areas, including 

materials synthesis within polymer and carbon-based nano-composites [4-6], coating technologies 

[7], separation science/chromatography [8], and biomedical applications such as drug delivery and 

bio-imaging [9-12]. The purity of DND is of the utmost importance in biomedical applications due 

to the ultimate goal of using these nanoparticles in human patients. It is therefore vital that reliable 

methods of elemental analysis and evaluation for DND are available. Furthermore, the control of 

DND surface properties and functionalities will be a key step in ensuring their continued progress in 

real world applications. It is imperative that there is full understanding and control over the surface 

chemistry of DND to allow its dispersion in solvents, or bonding to solid matrices, while 

simultaneously preventing the problem of agglomeration. Silylation can be very useful as a tool to 

tailor diamond nanoparticles for use as composite ingredients [13-15], or to adjust the surface 

properties of prospective diamond-based sorbents for chromatography [8, 16-17]. It offers a method 

for surface homogenisation prior to conjugation with biomolecules for bio-applications. It is 

important to note that the de-agglomeration of primary DND particles is critical before proceeding 

with surface modification, and silylation has proven to be an effective route to enhance dispersion 
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stability and reduce aggregate size as demonstrated by Krueger et. al. where the silylation of 

nanodiamond with (3-aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane and further with biotin was carried out for 

biological applications including labeling and drug delivery [18]. Liang et. al utilised 3-

acryloxypropyl(trimethoxysilane) in combination with beads-assisted sonication for improving 

dispersion quality and stability [19]. Jeong et. al. also reported on the silylation of ND for 

improving dispersion stability, prior to its inclusion in development of transparent composites 

where aggregate size directly affected the composite material’s performance [20]. Dolmatov 

described a silylation procedure for nanodiamonds aimed at composites based on elastomer and 

polymer matrices, however there was no characterisation of the actual degree of silylation in the 

ND materials produced [21].  

In the preparation of such stabilised, homogenised or modified particles, it is also vital that there 

are reliable characterisation methods allowing an understanding of the surface chemistry and 

impurities present in DND, as well as evaluating the stability of such particles under different 

conditions. Until as recently as 2013, there was a lack of comprehensive information on the 

presence of metal and non-carbon impurities in DND as a whole [22]. Controlling and quantifying 

the heteroatom content in DND is a key step towards fully understanding and ensuring a high 

degree of purity before applying this variable material. There was an absence of suitable reliable 

analytical methods for this specific nanocarbon; an issue that was recently addressed in our 

laboratories. The direct aspriration of very dilute DND suspensions into a sector field inductively 

coupled plasma mass spectrometer (ICP-MS) has proven to be a reliable and sensitive method for 

the determination of impurities in DND [22-23]. Herein we demonstrate the application of this 

method to the quantification of purposefully introduced elements (like silicon) to the surface of 

DND. This analysis was performed on silylated DND, Si-contaminated DND, and purified DND, in 

order to clearly assess the extent of silylation achieved. While this method requires expensive 

instrumentation and experienced operators, it is relatively fast and reduces the reliance on more 
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time-consuming and less informative methods such as thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), FTIR, 

and others [24-26], which are generally better suited to qualitative rather than quantitative 

characterisation. In this instance, TGA and FTIR were used to further characterise the surface 

chemistry and thermal stability of the modified DND. In addition, the stability of modified DND 

was investigated using capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE), which has proven to be an informative 

technique with regard to nanoparticle size distributions, dispersion quality, which is reflected in the 

peak shape obtained by a voltage-induced separation [27]. 

 

3.2 Experimental Methods 

3.2.1 Materials and Reagents 

The DND was obtained from YTM ARGE A.S. (Istanbul, Turkey; product code 

NDG.11.02.28.01). Additionally, raw detonation soot (DS) was supplied by the same producer; in 

the form of a black-coloured powder. A 1% w/v aqueous suspension of the DS had a pH of 9.43. 

Milli-Q® deionised water (Millipore, Bedford, MA, USA) with resistivity 18.5 MΩ.cm (at 25 

°C) was used throughout this work. All reagents used were of analytical grade quality: 95-97% 

sulfuric acid, 48% hydrofluoric acid, and 70% nitric acid were all obtained from Chem-Supply, 

Gillman, SA, Australia. In addition, 37% hydrochloric acid from Merck, Kilsyth, Australia, and 

70% perchloric acid from Univar, Ingleburn, Australia were used. The silylation reagents: 

trimethylchlorosilane (TMCS), dimethyloctadecylchlorosilane (DMODCS), hexamethyldisilazane 

(HMDS), and toluene were of analytical grade quality, and were purchased from Sigma Aldrich, 

Castle Hill, NSW, Australia. Sodium tetraborate (99.998%) and NaOH were used in the preparation 

of background electrolytes (BGE) for CZE, and were also obtained from Sigma Aldrich, Castle 

Hill, NSW, Australia. Buffers were prepared by dilution of a stock solution of sodium tetraborate, 

and the pH was adjusted using 1 M NaOH.  
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3.2.2 Modification of Detonation Nanodiamond 

3.2.2.1 Initial Purification Procedures  

The raw DS obtained from YTM ARGE A.S. had been purified by the supplier prior to 

shipment, whereby a sulphuric acid/potassium dichromate wet graphite digestion method was 

utilised [19]. This material was additionally purified on-site using a procedure previously described 

by our research group [28] for preparation of NSFPA type of purified DND. Briefly, NSFPA was 

purified from the DS using acidic oxidation with a mixture of nitric, sulphuric, perchloric and 

hydrofluoric acids (where % ratio was 44:44:6:6). Subsequent washing steps were performed to 

reduce the digested impurities and residual acids. It is important to note that Si contamination of 

DND can occur through everyday processing of DND materials in borosilicate glassware [28] and 

as a precaution, special attention was paid to handling procedures for DND within this study 

wherein only polypropylene containers were used for storage of DND samples.  

 

3.2.2.2 Hydrophobisation of Detonation Nanodiamond Using Silanisation 

The NSFPA type of purified DND was used in all experiments on hydrophobisation. 

Sample 1 

0.451 g of DND, and 5 mL TMCS were added to 45 mL of wet toluene in a triple-neck flat-

bottomed flask. The reaction was kept under constant magnetic stirring and the reaction flask was 

fitted with a reflux condenser and a thermometer. The temperature was set to 103 °C, at which time 

an additional 1 mL of TMCS was added to the flask. The mixture was then stirred at 103 °C for 21 

hours. 2 mL of TMCS and 2 mL pyridine were then added to the reaction flask, and the reaction 

was allowed to continue for a further 5 hours. 

Sample 2 

DND was firstly dried under vacuum at 400 °C overnight. Then 0.218 g of dried DND and 

0.207 g DMODCS were added to 50 mL of anhydrous toluene in a triple-neck flat-bottomed flask. 
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The reaction flask was fitted with a reflux condenser and a thermometer, as above, and was kept 

under constant magnetic stirring. The temperature was then set to 100 °C, at which time an 

additional 0.313 g DMODCS dissolved in 5 mL of toluene was added. The reaction mixture was 

refluxed under stirring for 19 hours. 

Sample 3 

0.264 g of dried DND (vacuum dried, 400 °C overnight), 4 mL of HMDS and 8 mL of TMCS 

were added to 188 mL of anhydrous toluene in a triple-neck flat-bottomed flask. The reaction 

mixture was refluxed under magnetic stirring for 19 hours. 

Sample 4 

0.189 g of dried DND (vacuum dried, 400 °C overnight), 0.534 g DMODCS and 2.2 mL of 

HMDS were added to 58 mL anhydrous toluene in a triple-neck flat-bottomed flask. The reaction 

mixture was held under the same conditions as described above for Sample 3. 

Sample 5 

0.220 g of dried DND (vacuum dried, 400 °C overnight) and 10 mL TMCS were added to 50 

mL anhydrous toluene in a triple-neck flat-bottomed flask. The reaction mixture was held under the 

same conditions as described above for Sample 3.  

 

3.2.3 Instrumentation 

An Element 2 sector field ICP-MS spectrometer (Thermo Fisher, Bremen, Germany) was 

employed for ICP-MS analysis of DND. Aqueous suspensions of DND were diluted to 0.1 mg g-1 

prior to direct analysis by ICP-MS according to the procedure described in [22]. This approach was 

applied for multi-element detection, and results are reported for elements that were present in DND 

at concentrations higher than 10-5 mass % in the dry DND, or 10-8 mass % in suspension. Multiple 

spectral resolutions were employed to allow commonly encountered polyatomic interferences to be 
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clearly resolved from analytes of interest.  We note that non-metal impurities like O, N and Cl are 

excluded from consideration here, as they are not quantifiable by ICP-MS.  

Surface area measurements were performed using a surface area analyser (Tristar II 3020, 

Micromeritics, Gemini, GA, USA) by the nitrogen adsorption/desorption method.  

FTIR analysis was performed using a Spectrum 100 FT-IR Spectrometer fitted with Universal 

ATR Accessory (PerkinElmer, Waltham Massachusetts, USA). The scanning range was 650-4000 

cm-1 and the resolution was 1 cm-1. 

A Zetasizer Nano ZS particle analyser (ATA Scientific, Taren Point, NSW, Australia) fitted 

with 632.8 nm red laser and 175 ° backscatter detector was used to estimate zeta potential and 

particle size distributions of derived samples. DND suspensions in isopropanol and water were 

analysed after 1 minute of sonication in an ultrasonic bath (Bransonic 5510E-DTH, Branson, 

Danbury, USA). 

TGA data were obtained with a Labsys Evo instrument (Setaram, Caluire, France) under 

nitrogen flow (50 mL/min). DND samples were placed in alumina crucibles for analysis, where a 

heating rate of 2.5 °C/min was applied from 30 to 900 °C. CZE experiments were performed on an 

Agilent 7100 CE system (Agilent Technologies, Germany) equipped with a photodiode array 

detector. Adsorption was monitored at 230 nm at a data acquisition rate of 40 Hz. All reported 

results were obtained in triplicate. Fused silica capillaries (Polymicro, Phoenix, AZ, USA) with 75 

μm i.d., 365 μm o.d. were used, with a total capillary length of 32.5 cm. Detection windows were 

burned 8.5 cm from the capillary end using a butane torch. Pre-conditioning of capillaries was 

performed using 1 M NaOH (15 min flush), followed by water (10 min) and finally with BGE (10 

min). DND suspensions of 0.125 mg/mL were injected for 5 s at 5 kPa, and separated under an 

applied potential of +5 kV.  
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3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Purification and Refinement of Detonation Nanodiamond 

It is important to consider the possible presence of impurities in DND materials, prior to 

modification of their surface, or incorporation into other materials. Ensuring an effective 

purification, and stable DND dispersion ensures reproducible functionalisation of DND for 

applications in biomedicine and composite materials. The presence of Si and other non-carbon 

impurities were assessed by ICP-MS, with the quantitative findings shown in Figure 3.1. As a 

consequence of the dichromate/acid-based purification that had been carried out on the YTM 

material prior to receiving it, this DND product was abundantly rich in impurities with an Si-level 

of 2870 μg/g for the sample in suspension (Figure 3.1). Prior to the controlled silylation of DND 

particles, a refinement procedure was applied to the materials to ensure contributions from Si 

impurities were minimised. Conventional handling of DND materials during production procedures 

and everyday laboratory work can actually significantly increase their Si-content [28]. Following 

the refinement procedure, the Si content was reduced to only 2.2 μg/g (Figure 3.1). The Brunauer-

Emmett Teller (BET) surface area for DND materials was calculated from the nitrogen adsorption 

isotherms. This was found to be 260 ± 5 m2/g for YTM. A higher surface area of 287 ± 8 m2/g was 

obtained for the NSFPA treated DND which underwent additional purification resulting in further 

removal of surface impurities, and a reduction in contamination levels up to a factor of 6.5 [28]. 

Elevated Al and S contents for the refined DND were suggested to result from contaminated acid. 
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Figure 3.1 Impurity contents (µg/g, logarithmic scale) in the samples of commercial DND as 

received from YTM ARGE A.S. and after purification using NSFPA protocol (initial purification 

procedure as described in Experimental methods) [28].  

 

3.3.2 Silylation 

Surface hydroxyl and carboxyl groups of DND may be successfully derivatised by silylation, as 

is similarly performed on a range of chemical compounds, glass, silica and other surfaces. The 

application of the ICP-MS characterisation method [22] provided valuable quantitative information 

for comparison of the effectiveness of the different silylating agents, and their corresponding effects 

on DND impurity levels.  
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Figure 3.2 Composition of minor elements (µg/g, logarithmic scale) of original DND type NSFPA 

and the silylated products.  

 

Silylation is highly sensitive to the presence of moisture in the reaction mixture. DND is a 

hygroscopic material (dry DND kept in air can retain up to 4.1% of water) [29], so all samples were 

dried under vacuum at 400 °C overnight prior to silylation. As a demonstration, the “as-stored” 

DND and toluene were not subjected to any drying steps to eliminate moisture (procedure outlined 

for Sample 1 above). The presence of moisture in toluene prevented silylation of the DND sample, 

despite the addition of pyridine which serves as a proton acceptor to base catalyse the silylation 

reaction [30]. The results shown in Figure 3.2 reveal that without an initial drying step, Sample 1 

(TMCS treated) only showed a 5-fold increase in Si content up to 212 μg/g compared to the 48 μg/g 

originally found in the precursor DND (Table 3.1). There was a significant increase in the Si 

content to 7020 μg/g recorded for Sample 5, which was dried under vacuum at 400 °C overnight, 

and silylated with a higher concentration of TMCS in toluene dried over silica gel (see Figure 

3.2(B)). This was achieved in the absence of organic bases, which are normally used to catalyse the 
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silylation reaction by absorbing HCl produced by the reaction, as shown in Equations 3.1-3.2. Other 

elemental impurities also present in the DND after each treatment were determined and are shown 

in Table 3.1. The addition of HMDS to the reaction (Sample 3) enhanced the degree of silylation on 

DND, and is related to the production of ammonia by the reaction described in Equation 3.4. This 

ammonia neutralises HCl produced by the reaction between TMCS and the protogenic groups at the 

surface of DND, (Equation 3.1-3.2). The Si-content increased dramatically to 29,300 μg/g in 

Sample 4, realising an increase of over 610 times as compared to the original DND.  

 

Equation 3.1  ≡C-OH + ClSi(CH3) 3    ≡C-O-Si(CH3) 3 + HCl↑              

Equation 3.2  ≡C-C(=O)OH + ClSi(CH3) 3    -C(=O)-O-Si(CH3) 3 + HCl↑      

Equation 3.3  ≡C-NHR + ClSi(CH3) 3    -C-N+HRSi(CH3) 3 Cl-  

Equation 3.4  2≡C-OH + (CH3)3SiNHSi(CH3)3    2≡C-O-Si(CH3) 3+ NH3↑       

(Where ≡C-OH, ≡C-C(=O)OH and ≡C-NHR are protogenic functional groups at the surface of 

DND).  

 

A similar result was obtained when using another derivatisation reagent DMODCS, instead of 

TMCS. When applied as the sole silylating agent upon vacuum-dried DND in dry toluene, a 

significant increase in the Si-content to a level of 2770 μg/g was observed in Sample 2, which is 58 

times higher than in NSFPA type DND. However, when DMODCS was combined with HMDS, it 

resulted in a further increase in Si content up to 27,400 μg/g, i.e. 570 times, as was similarly 

observed for the combination of silylating reagents discussed above for Sample 3. The maximum 

DND surface coating of 0.88 - 0.95 mmol/g, as calculated from the increase in Si-content after 

silylation, is 2-3 times higher than the coating of 0.3 - 0.4 mmol/g reported for the hydrophobic 

DND samples prepared by esterification with alkanoic acid chlorides [31]. 
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It should be noted that serious contamination of DND by Si is possible during everyday 

processing of DND in glassware [28]. Figure 3.3 shows the kinetic of accumulation of Si during 

storage of aqueous suspension of DND in deionised water in borosilicate glassware (for both the 

DND suspension, and the water after filtration of the suspension) due to exposure to the glass. The 

maximum contamination could be as high as 2 - 3 mg/g as compared with 47 µg/g detected in 

NSFPA type DND. Special precautions were taken during modification processes of DND within 

this work as described in the purification and modification procedures. 
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Figure 3.3 Kinetics of contamination of NSFPA by Si during storage (of aqueous suspension of 

DND (0.66 mg/g) and filtrate of the same DND suspension) in borosilicate laboratory glassware (S 

means sonication was applied to sample). Adapted from [28]. 
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Table 3.1 Elemental concentrations* in dry DND samples by ICP-MS (μg/g) 

Sample 

 - - (1) (5) (2) (4) (3) 

Elementa NSFPA 
YTM 

powder 
TMCS TMCS DMODCS 

DMODCS 

+HMDS 

TMCS 

+HMDS 

B 31.1 6.4 36.8 32.8 28.1 25.6 35.3 

Sr 0.1 9.1 0.3 1.0 0.2 0.2 0.2 

Zr 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.5 

Mo 1.2 44.3 1.9 0.9 1.1 1.4 1.3 

Sn 0.0 36.9 1.4 1.5 2.6 0.7 3.6 

Sb 19.3 0.4 28.2 19.0 22.7 22.5 24.0 

Ba 234 49.9 238 229 214 208 206 

W 0.3 4.0 0.7 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.2 

Pb 96.5 11.3 81.9 84.5 76.3 59.3 49.1 

Bi 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Na 6.6 244 30.0 21.5 5.8 19.8 13.6 

Mg 0.0 264 6.0 10.9 2.7 1.1 1.7 

Al 0.0 460 8.3 4.8 0.0 0.4 0.0 

Si 48.0 1430 212 7020 2770 27,400 29,230 

P 0.0 3.5 0.4 5.1 0.0 3.0 0.7 

S 189 764 254 244 180 208 168 

Ca 45.5 3020 64.4 942b 54.9 69.7 30 

Sc 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Ti 429 1280 571 605 488 524 520 

V 5.0 27.7 7.5 8.0 6.1 7.5 7.9 

Cr 1.0 5110 1.5 1.7 8.5 1.7 1.9 

Mn 0.2 49.3 0.6 1.2 0.5 0.8 0.8 
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Fe 35.0 328 41.8 64.9 41.9 60.9 54.6 

Coc 0.0 0.3 0.1 277 655 950 888 

Ni 0.0 3.4 0.2 0.0 0.8 1.4 0.9 

Cu 0.7 74.9 1.9 5.2 1.5 2.0 1.8 

Zn 0.3 61.9 32.1 14.0 5.7 8.3 6.4 

K 0.0 207 0.0 3.7 0.0 2.3 0.0 

As 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
        

Total 1142 13480 1621 9593 4565 29560 31310 

* - excluding O, N, Cl etc. not determined by ICP-MS 
a - in the order of instrument measurement 
b - contamination of the sample 
c - elevated concentration of Co in silylated DND originates from the silica gel used for drying of toluene, 

namely the “blue→red” moisture indicator) 
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3.3.3 Infrared Spectroscopy of Silylated Detonation Nanodiamonds 

FTIR was used to further confirm derivatisation of the DND surface. Figure 3.4 shows several 

characteristic absorbance bands in the spectra of the purified and silylated DNDs. The line at 848 

cm-1 is associated with rocking vibrations of CH2-groups [32], and can also be linked directly with 

the Si-CH3 moiety [33]. There was a gradual increase of hydrocarbon groups as the extent of 

silylation increased (samples 5→4→3) as confirmed by these vibrations, and by the C-H 

asymmetric stretch around 2960 cm-1 and stretches corresponding to Si-CH3 bands in –Si(CH3)2O– 

groups within the silane structure at 1260 cm-1. These observations support the increasing extent of 

silylation previously discussed in relation to ICP-MS characterisation. The broad spectral line at 

1435 cm-1 is persistent for DND samples treated by the HMDS reagent, and according to 

Nascimento Filho et. al. [34] this spectral line can be attributed to physically adsorbed HMDS. 

Adsorption at 1707 cm-1 is characteristic for all silylated nanodiamond samples and may be 

attributed to the ν(C=O) band of trimethylsilyl-esters formed with carboxylic groups at the diamond 

surface [33]. It should be noted that carboxylic groups are more acidic and reactive as compared 

with hydroxyl-groups and residual water, so this band was noted for all samples independent of 

their respective modification conditions. The peak shift from 1110 cm-1 (NSFPA) to 1092 cm-1 for 

the silyl derivatives confirms the formation of Si-O bonds [35].  
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Figure 3.4 ATR-FTIR spectra of purified nanodiamond (NSFPA) and five silylated samples 

(Sample 1-5). 

 

3.3.4 Suspension Stability 

Silylated DNDs form stable suspensions after sonication in nonpolar solvents like 

dichloromethane. The suspensions remained stable for up to one week, and demonstrated effective 

light scattering due to the Tyndall effect (Figure. 3.5), thus confirming the suspension stability. This 

behaviour differs from that observed for unmodified DNDs, which do not usually form stable 

suspensions (e.g. YTM type DND shown in Figure 3.5 and results presented in [31]) and flocculate 

in less than an hour in dichloromethane.  
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Table 3.2 Average particle sizes (dp, nm) of original and silylated DND measured by dynamic light 

scattering 

Sample YTM NSFPA     (5) (2) (4) (3) 

Silylating agent      - - TMCS DMODCS 
DMODCS 

+ HMDS 

TMCS + 

HMDS 

Aqueous 

suspension 
264 100 -  - 143 

124.3 

(88)* 

Isopropanol 

suspension 
171* 83* 

180* 

(78)** 
115*   -   - 

        *  after ultra sonication for 1 min 
** after ultra sonication for 3 min 
 
 
Particle size (dp) measurements (by dynamic light scattering) (DLS) of the samples under 

investigation in both aqueous suspension and iso-propanol are presented in Table 3.2. There is a 

clear reduction in the average dp when YTM type DND is subjected to further purification 

procedures to produce the NSFPA material. The tendency for aggregation has been reduced both in 

water and in iso-propanol solvents. As a result of silylation of NSFPA, the average dp in aqueous 

suspension increased from 100 nm to 143 and 124 nm for Samples 3 and 4, respectively. 

Obviously, some aggregation between silanised particles occurred because of hydrophobic 

interactions between silylated nanoparticles in polar aqueous suspension.  However, the reduction 

in average dp to 88.6 nm for Sample 3 was achieved by ultrasonication of this suspension for one 

minute. A similar effect was observed for Samples 2 and 5 in iso-propanol. For example, average 

diameter of aggregates for Sample 5 dropped from 180 to 78 nm after sonication in iso-propanol.  

A more dramatic increase in average dp from 50 nm to 200 nm was reported by Krueger et. al 

for DND aggregates treated with (3-aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane [18]. Inter-molecule 

condensations can take place when using trimethoxysilanes for the modification of DND surface, 
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leading to the formation of siloxane bonds between DND nanoparticles and, ultimately, to the 

formation of bigger aggregates. However, such condensation reactions are not possible when 

trialkylmonochlorosilanes or HMDS are used as silylating reagents. Interestingly, suppression of 

the zeta potential on the DND samples was observed following silylation. The aqueous suspension 

of NSFA had a zeta potential of 29.6 mV, while the silylated samples 3 and 4 displayed lower 

values of 3.1 and 8.2 mV respectively.   

 
 

 

Figure 3.5 Suspension stability of DND type NSFPA, YTM and silylated (Sample 3) and (Sample 

4) in dichloromethane: before sonication (above), an hour after sonication (middle) and a week after 

sonication (below, with shown Tyndall effect). 
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3.3.5 Capillary Zone Electrophoresis 

CZE has recently been employed to characterise the dispersion quality and stability of DND, 

and was previously applied to the precursor NSFPA material [27]. In this earlier study, the NSFPA 

sample in sodium tetraborate buffer (pH 9.3) exhibited a well-defined broad peak followed by two 

smaller broad peaks, demonstrating the presence of stable agglutinates within a polydisperse sample 

(Figure 3.6; 20 sec injection of NSFPA at 5 kPa; + 15 kV applied voltage; effective capillary length 

57.5 cm). Following silylation of NSFPA, the samples were studied under similar conditions by 

CZE (5 sec injection at 5 kPa, + 5 kV applied voltage, effective capillary length 24 cm). Figure 3.6 

shows the typical electropherograms obtained for Samples 3 and 4 in 20 mM sodium tetraborate, 

where the DNDs were negatively charged at pH 9.3, and migrated after the electro-osmotic flow 

(EOF) (iso-propanol marker) in a single well-defined broad peak. The absence of any spikes within 

this broad peak demonstrates that the suspension is stable under these conditions, and that it is 

likely to be composed of small agglutinates as similarly observed for commercial DND samples in 

sodium tetraborate buffer [27]. This observation is in agreement with the particle size data obtained 

by DLS for these silylated DNDs in aqueous suspension (Table 3.2) as discussed above. Both 

silylated DND materials demonstrated a similar apparent mobility under the same conditions 

(calculated by μsample – μEOF where μ = Ld.Lt/V.tmigration wherein Ld is capillary length to detection 

window, Lt is total capillary length, V is applied voltage and tmigration is the migration time of the 

analyte). The apparent mobility of sample 3 and sample 4 were -2.58 x 10-8 m2/Vs and -2.43 x 10-8 

m2/Vs respectively. These similar mobility values indicate the similarity in both size and charge of 

the silylated DND under these conditions. 
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Figure 3.6 Electropherograms showing the separation of purified detonation nanodiamond NSFPA 

(purified from detonation soot using oxidising acids as outlined in Experimental Methods Section 

3.2) and silylated nanodiamond Sample 3 (silanised with trimethylchlorosilane and 

hexamethyldisilazane) and Sample 4 (silanised with dimethyloctadecylchlorosilane and 

hexamethyldisilazane) in 20 mM sodium tetraborate buffer pH 9.3. Conditions: 5 second injection 

at 5 kPa, + 5 kV applied voltage.  

 

3.3.6 Thermal Stability 

The impact of vacuum annealing on the Si-content of the silylated DND was investigated. After 

careful washings with dry toluene and then acetone, three types of silylated DNDs were annealed 

under vacuum: namely Samples 3, 4 and 5, at 250 °C for 18 hours. After this continuous exposure, 

residues were deposited on the walls of sample tubes containing silylated DND (Samples 3 and 4), 

demonstrating that there was adsorption of HMDS on the surface of DND; whereas no residue was 

deposited onto the walls for Sample 5 when only TMCS was used for silylation (Figure 3.7). These 

results are in agreement with FTIR data showing an extra band at 1435 cm-1 for Samples 3 and 4. 
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Following annealing, there was a reduction in sample mass, and a notable reduction in Si-content 

was also observed, as determined by ICP-MS (Table 3.3). 

 

 

Figure 3.7 Sample tubes with heated silylated DND Samples 3, 4 and 5 

 

It should be noted that the temperature of 250 °C used here is below the decomposition thermal 

limits of the correspondent silylation products, which is 300-350 °C for TMCS-derivatives [36]. 

Additionally, the effect of acid cleavage (excess 0.5M hydrochloric acid in iso-propanol overnight) 

on the annealed silylated DND was found to be a relatively slow, likely due to the elimination of 

water from the DND which prevents hydrolysis of the silylated surface.  
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Table 3.3 Silicon content variation in silylated DND measured by ICP-MS (μg/g) 

Si in dry samples, μg g−1 * 

Samples (silylating reagents) 

Sample 3 

(TMCS+HMDS) 

Sample 4 

(DMODCS/HMDS) 

Sample 5 

(TMCS) 

Silylated DND 29300 27400 7020 

Silylated and heated at 250°C 
DND 15600 14000 3950 

Acid washed 7500 5200 1060 

* Si-content in original NSFPA type of DND was 48 μg/g 

 

TGA can offer further insight into the effect of high temperatures on the degradation of silylated 

DND. Figure 3.8 shows the multi-step decomposition resulting from annealing of silylated DND 

(Sample 3 and 4) in nitrogen atmosphere. Following annealing to 900 °C, Sample 3 underwent 

~18% weight loss and Sample 4 underwent ~23% weight loss, thus demonstrating the 

DMODCS/HMDS silylated ND had more physically adsorbed HMDS molecules, which are 

generally less thermally stable under these conditions, than TMCS/HMDS silylated DND. The 

initial rapid loss seen for Sample 3 can be attributed to residual solvent or volatiles (loss to 

temperatures of 100 °C). There is a slight gain in weight seen for Sample 4 within this temperature 

range (up to ~140 °C).  

The two materials display different thermal behaviour from 200-500 °C, where surprisingly 

Sample 3 remains relatively stable with no significant changes in weight, and Sample 4 undergoes a 

steady decline in weight. The favourable thermal properties of ND may play a role in stabilising 

Sample 3, as the weight loss expected around 350 °C for TMCS degradation was not evident in the 

TGA curve. ND is known to have improved heat dissipation in composite systems and it has 

excellent thermal conductivity and low thermal expansion [17]. As seen in the TGA weight loss 

curve, Sample 3 was no longer stable above 500 °C, and it experienced continual weight loss 
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throughout the rest of the analysis. It is important to note that ND can undergo surface 

graphitisation in the temperature range 750-800 °C in an inert atmosphere, and above this 

temperature range graphitisation of ND continues to produce concentric curved graphitic sheets, 

known as carbon onions [37]. This conversion may result in weight losses which can account for 

the losses observed in Figure 3.8 above 750 °C.  

 

 

Figure 3.8 Thermogravimetric curve for silylated DND Samples 3 and 4 heated to 900 °C in an 

atmosphere of nitrogen (50 mL/min)   

 

3.4 Conclusion 

In this work the Si concentration profiles (along with other common non-carbon elements) of 

seven differently purified, refined and silylated DND samples were determined and compared using 

a direct ICP-MS approach. The efficiency of different silylation procedures, preliminary 

preparations and post-silylation treatments were assessed with respect to the changes in covalently 

bonded and adsorbed silicon, through ICP-MS, FTIR, TGA and CE analysis. The ICP-MS method 
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provided fast and accurate determinations of non-carbon elements present in various DND 

preparations. These elemental determinations were used to rationally improve DND purification 

and derivatisation procedures.  This method for evaluating DND is expected to be essential for 

incorporating DND nano-materials in biomedicine, nano-composites and other fields. 
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Abstract 

Unique porous carbon monoliths containing thermally annealed carbon onions, were prepared 

from a resorcinol formaldehyde precursor rod, containing silica gel acting as a hard template, 

detonation nanodiamond, and Fe3+ as a graphitisation catalyst. Detonation nanodiamond was 

converted to carbon onions during controlled pyrolysis under N2, where the temperature cycle 

reached a maximum of 1250 °C. Thermal characterisation and high resolution electron microscopy 

have confirmed the graphitisation of nanodiamond, and revealed the resulting quasi-spherical 

carbon onions with an average particle size of 5.24 nm. The bimodal porous composite contains 

both macropores (5 μm) and mesopores (10 nm), with a BET surface area of 214 m2/g for a 

nanodiamond prepared monolith (0.012 wt.% nanodiamond in the precursor mixture), 

approximately twice that of blank monoliths, formed without the addition of nanodiamond, thus 

providing a new approach to increase surface area of such porous carbon rods. Raman spectroscopy 

and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy also confirmed an enhanced graphitisation of the monolithic 

carbon skeleton resulting from the elevated thermal conductivity of the added nanodiamond. TEM 

imaging has confirmed the nanodiamond remains intact following pyrolysis at temperatures up to 

900 °C.  
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4.1 Introduction 

New porous materials continue to attract significant interest within the science and technology 

community due to their unique and versatile properties, and advanced applications [1]. In particular, 

the design of porous carbon materials with tailored chemical and structural properties has immense 

significance within the fabrication, coatings and coating and energy storage based industries, 

addressing key technological challenges. For porous carbons, these properties include high specific 

surface area, chemical inertness, thermal stability and electronic conductivity. The use of porous 

carbons as an electrode material [2] and indeed in electrochemical double layer capacitors, or super 

capacitors [3] is therefore currently very topical. In the area of environmental technology, there are 

reports demonstrating utility as catalyst supports, e.g. for gas separation or storage [4-5], and as 

adsorbents for separation or remediation processes [6]. 

Several excellent reviews on the subject of porous carbon production and applications have 

recently emerged [7-9]. One novel route to the production of porous carbon materials is the 

formation of so-called carbon monoliths. These typically exhibit a hierarchical porous structure, and 

are often produced through various templating methods, for example the use of hard and soft 

removable templates. Silica particles (including mesoporous silica or silica nanoparticles) are 

commonly used in the hard-templating synthesis of porous carbon monoliths, to facilitate creation 

of a controlled macroporous structure in the final material. The inorganic template is embedded in 

the carbon precursor, or the carbon precursor is introduced into the pores of the template. After 

undergoing carbonisation via pyrolysis, the template is removed, thus generating a porous material 

with isolated pores or an interconnected pore network. Mesopores may also be created by catalytic 

graphitisation and this is commonly achieved using a metal ion catalyst, or by the carbonisation of a 

polymer blend containing a carbon precursor polymer and a decomposable polymer that is removed 

to produce the pores. Reports on the production of such hierarchical porous carbons with bimodal 

pore structures (pore size distribution has two modes) have been published [7-10], several of which 
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are based on the polymerisation and carbonisation of silica particle embedded resorcinol 

formaldehyde (RF) resin, using Fe3+ as a catalyst to enhance graphitisation [10-11].  

Porous carbon monoliths offer inter-connected channels within their pore network, with a high 

flow-through permeability, good thermal and electrical conductivity hence their potential 

application in adsorption or separation processes [10-12], and electrochemical energy storage 

applications [13]. Recently, the use of nanocarbons to form porous carbon monoliths or carbon-

carbon composite materials has produced some exciting results, showing considerably enhanced 

electrochemical properties for potential applications in the above areas [14-15]. Indeed, changes to 

the physical, chemical and electrochemical properties of the nano-composite monoliths have been 

reported, when compared to simple carbon monoliths without embedded or surface exposed 

nanocarbons. Physical enhancements include higher specific surface area, greater mesopore volume 

and a narrower pore size distribution [16]. However, to-date such studies are limited in number, and 

controlled approaches to achieve substantially enhanced properties, e.g. surface area, for such 

monolithic substrates are rather limited. 

It can be expected that with the inclusion of nanocarbons within porous carbon monoliths, there 

will be a transfer of unique physical-chemical properties to the final composite, provided the 

nanocarbon is preserved through any carbonisation process. These unique nanocarbon properties 

have seen them applied in a wide variety of ways in recent times, e.g. in environmental applications 

as sensors, filters, and sorbents [17], with fullerenes, carbon nanotubes and carbon onions having 

demonstrated high sorption capacities for organic pollutants and heavy metal contaminants [18]. 

Recently, nanodiamond (ND) has received renewed attention, primarily due to its biocompatibility 

and potential applications in drug delivery [19-20]. Nanoscale diamond (sp3 carbon) may be 

produced by detonation synthesis, where the detonation soot is purified under oxidative acidic 

conditions to yield detonation nanodiamond (DND), which is known to have a high thermal 

conductivity, mechanical stability and surface chemistry readily amenable to functionalisation. 
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Carbon onions may be produced by the thermal annealing of ND [21] in an inert atmosphere or 

under vacuum. They too have a variety of interesting properties (such as high surface area and 

electrical conductivity), making them of interest for use in supercapacitors [22], lubrication, and in 

environmental remediation [18]. 

Therefore, herein is described a novel route for the preparation and characterisation of a new 

porous carbon monolith with significantly enhanced surface area and graphitic character, via 

embedded carbon onions produced through the controlled thermal annealing of DND during the 

carbonisation process. The new carbon on carbon composite material was formed by pyrolysis of a 

precursor rod containing a mixture of RF resin, silica particles and DND, with a Fe3+ catalyst used 

to increase localised graphitisation. The thermal conductivity of the DND was also expected to 

enhance the graphitisation process, and the precise thermal conversion of diamond particles to 

carbon onions during the pyrolysis (to a maximum temperature of 1250 °C) was explored. 
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4.2 Experimental Methods 

4.2.1 Synthesis of Graphitic Carbon Monoliths with Thermally Annealed Carbon Onions  

 

Figure 4.1 Scheme for fabrication and pyrolysis of carbon monolithic composites.  

 

Figure 4.1(A) to 4.1(C) illustrates the steps taken in preparing the nano-composite porous 

graphitic carbon monoliths, and a blank carbon monolithic material (containing no additional 

DND). The precursor solution (A) is composed of a polymeric mixture containing a RF resin in 1-

butanol. In preparation of this solution, 1 g of 5 μm silica particles, with a surface area of 359 m2/g 

and a pore size of 550 Å, (Nucleosil silica beads from Macherey-Nagel, Duren, Germany) was 

dispersed in 1.85 mL 1-butanol and sonicated for 1 hour before adding 0.18 g of ferric chloride 

(99% Riedel-De Haen, Seelze, Hannover, Germany) and 0.367 g of resorcinol (99% Sigma-Aldrich, 

Dublin, Ireland). A 555 μL aliquot of aqueous DND suspension (Single Digit Nanodiamond, 50 

Polymerization at 90 °C 
Pyrolysis up to 1250 °C 

Removal of silica template and 
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mg/mL aqueous suspension, PlasmaChem GmbH Germany) was added to this RF polymeric resin, 

as a percentage (30%) of the total volume of 1-butanol present. The addition of 0.3 g of ice-cooled 

formaldehyde (37 wt.% solution, Sigma-Aldrich, Dublin, Ireland) to the mixture was made, with 

constant stirring. Following stirring in an ice-bath for 1 hour, the resin was transferred to a 7-mm 

i.d. glass tube, which was capped and sealed for polymerisation at 90 °C in a water bath (GFL water 

bath from Laborggerateborse GmbH, Burladingen, Germany) for 15 hours. A solid rod was formed, 

which was detached slightly from the walls of the tube due to shrinkage during polymerisation. A 

drying step (72 hours in the fume hood) to allow the slow evaporation of any remaining solvent was 

carried out, and materials were then dried thoroughly in a vacuum oven to ensure the removal of 

any remaining solvents (EHRET vacuum oven from Ehret Labor and Pharmatechnik GmbH, KG, 

Emmendingen, Germany). Pyrolysis of the materials was carried out in a horizontal tube furnace 

(model GSL1300X from MTI, Richmond, VA, U.S.A), which was purged with nitrogen. The full 

temperature program applied involved an initial ramp from room temperature to 800 °C at a rate of 

2.5 °C/min. The temperature was held at 800 °C for 2 hours, and then further increased to either 

900 °C or 1250 °C at a rate of 10 °C/min. The maximum temperature was held for 1 hour, and the 

furnace was subsequently allowed to cool naturally to room temperature. The carbon rods obtained 

showed an irregular mesoporous structure by SEM imaging (as discussed below), with the silica 

particles remaining intact and carbon onions present resulting from the thermal annealing of the 

DND (1250 °C). The rods then underwent hydrofluoric acid etching in order to remove the silica 

template and the Fe3+ catalyst. The hydrofluoric acid (HF) (38-40% Sigma-Aldrich, Dublin, 

Ireland) etching step involved submersion of the carbon rods for 5 hours, followed by washing with 

copious amounts of deionised water until a neutral pH was attained. Finally, the rods were dried in 

the vacuum oven at 80 °C for 16 hours and an example of the final material obtained is shown in 

Figure 4.1(D). 
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4.2.2 Material Characterisation 

High-resolution images of the porous carbon materials were taken using Transmission Electron 

Microscopy (TEM), JEOL model JEM 2100, equipped with an Orius camera in-line (Gatan, 

Pleasenton, CA, U.S.A). A lanthanum hexaboride filament was used at an accelerating voltage of 

200 μA. TEMCON software was used to control the instrument, and Digital Micrograph software 

(Gatan) was used in controlling the camera. The sample holder used was the type EM21010 single 

tilt holder and the preparation of samples involved the sonication of a small fragment of porous 

carbon monolithic material in 1-mL of iso-propanol in an Eppendorf tube, until a dilute suspension 

of the solid was formed. Then a 1-mL fine-tipped plastic pipette was used to place one drop of the 

suspension on to a S-160-3 carbon film mesh Cu (50) (Agar Scientific) for imaging. Samples were 

stored in plastic petri-dishes on filter paper to allow evaporation of the solvent prior to imaging. 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) imaging was performed on a Hitachi SU70 instrument 

(Hitachi High Technologies America, USA), and sample preparation involved placing a small cross 

section of the porous carbon materials on to carbon tape on an Al SEM stub. Samples were sputter 

coated with a thin (~4 nm) layer of platinum prior to imaging at 1.5 kV. Energy dispersive x-ray 

electron spectroscopy (EDX) was subsequently carried out on the same samples, where an 

excitation energy of 4 kV was used. Specific surface areas and pore volumes were measured using a 

surface area analyser (model TriStar II 3020, Micromeritics Gemini, Georgia, USA) through the 

nitrogen adsorption/desorption technique. Prior to measurement, crushed samples were dried 

overnight, at 100 °C, under vacuum. Raman spectra were measured on a LabRam800HR instrument 

(Horiba Jobin Yvon, Northampton, U.K). An argon laser (Innova 70-C-2 from Coherent, Santa 

Clara, USA) was used as the excitation source at a power output of 6 mW. The surface chemical 

states/electronic properties of the carbon monoliths annealed at 900 and 1250 °C were characterised 

by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), using a Kratos AXIS-165 electron spectrometer with 

monochromatic Al Kα (1486.6 eV) x-ray source, with a chamber pressure of 10-9 mbar. 
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Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed on a Labsys Evo (Setaram, Caluire, France) 

instrument under flow of argon at 50 mL/min. Samples of ~8 mg were placed in alumina crucibles 

for analysis. A heating rate of 2 °C/min from 30 to 900 °C was used, followed by a hold period of 2 

hours at 900 °C. The temperature was then ramped from 900 to 1100 °C at a rate of 2 °C/min in 

order to closely replicate the pyrolysis temperature ramp conditions. A slower heating rate was 

employed to avoid the sudden evolution of gaseous products, which could affect the precision 

balance in the instrument.  

 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

4.3.1 Synthesis of Porous Graphitic Carbon Monoliths with Thermally Annealed Carbon 

Onions 

It is known that the partial graphitisation of RF resin can be achieved through the addition of a 

catalyst, which reduces the temperature needed to achieve graphitisation, and also results in the 

formation of a mesoporous structure [24-25]. Here, ferric chloride was added as the graphitisation 

catalyst and to produce the desired mesoporous network. In this work, it was expected that the 

addition of DND should similarly promote localised graphitisation, due in part to its high thermal 

conductivity, and also its own graphitisation and transformation into carbon onion nano-structures. 

Figure 4.2(A) shows a low magnification SEM image of a cross section of the precursor rod 

containing DND prior to undergoing carbonisation. The surface area of the uncarbonised material 

determined using nitrogen adsorption measurements was a low 55 m2/g, with a pore volume of 0.21 

cm3/g, and an average pore diameter of 15 nm. The isotherm displayed a limiting step after the 

hysteresis loop suggesting that pores were completely filled during the analysis.  
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Figure 4.2 (A) SEM image taken of a cross-section of the precursor rod containing silica particles 

and detonation nanodiamond (DND), before carbonisation at 1250 °C. (B) Thermogravimetric 

analysis curves for DND, and precursor rod containing the resorcinol-formaldehyde resin with Fe3+ 

catalyst, silica particles and DND.  

 

In prior reports on the formation of similar carbon monoliths, TGA has been used to observe the 

various phases of carbonisation and graphitisation [11, 14]. Here the impact of DND inclusion on 

these processes was also observed using TGA, under conditions similar to those used in the normal 

carbonisation process, although here under argon flow. The TGA curve for DND itself (Figure 

4.2(B)) shows an initial weight loss of ~7 % between 30-160 °C, which is due to water losses. DND 

is known to be particularly hygroscopic and can contain multiple layers of water molecules on its 

surface, including those bound directly to the carbon surface or to the negatively charged surface 

functional groups. Further layers may also be bound through hydrogen bonds or other non-covalent 

interactions [26]. Following this initial weight loss, the TGA curve shows an unusual slight drift 

upwards between 200 and 350 °C, followed by a steady decline in weight between 400-900 °C, 

which is likely due to the removal of surface organic groups [27] and the loss of some elemental 

impurities, which can make up a significant amount of the DND mass (13.8 mg/g with large 

contributions from B, Na, Si, Ca, and Fe) [28-29]. It is known that the loss of oxygen-containing 

groups occurs below 900 °C in an inert atmosphere, and of CHx groups between 900-1150 °C [30-
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31]. Above ~700 °C the graphitisation of the DND normally begins. A total weight loss of 33.7% 

occurred between 30-1100 °C. It has been shown that DND evolves large quantities of CO2 and CO 

during thermal annealing [32]. 

During thermal annealing, the DND will become graphitised, as the sp3 hybrid is less 

energetically stable than the sp2, and graphite is a more stable phase. Graphitisation occurs in a 

layer-by-layer fashion, from the more reactive surface regions inwards. Xu et al. have studied the 

thermal annealing of DND in an inert atmosphere, showing that the DND undergoes graphitisation 

between 670-1100 °C [33-34]. As seen in Figure 4.2(B), the precursor rod containing DND 

undergoes 8% weight loss below 200 °C. At lower temperatures these losses can be accounted for 

as the evolution of water, excess phenol or other low molecular weight compounds, as well as the 

release of CO, CO2, H2 and other gases [35]. During the pyrolysis process, the RF resin undergoes 

further weight losses, physical shrinkage and pore formation as the condensation of the polymer 

structure takes place, and the resin is gradually converted to amorphous carbon [36]. The total 

weight loss for the composite material between 30-1100 °C was 26.2 %, which is very similar to the 

total weight loss (25 %) observed for carbonisation of a composite monolith prepared with an RF 

precursor rod containing an Fe3+ catalyst, and a C60-modified silica template [16]. However, these 

losses are both lower than those reported for a similar RF resin prepared without the addition of any 

nanocarbons.  

 

4.3.2 Structure and Morphology 

The porous carbon composite materials prepared exhibited a bimodal porous structure, where 

both macropores and mesopores were clearly evident. The interconnected macroporous network is 

visible in Figure 4.3(A). The ~5 μm diameter pores result from the densely packed silica template 

that was removed during the HF treatment. The presence of larger voids within the macroporous 

network was noted for the DND-containing composite materials, which were less obvious for the 
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bare carbon monolithic material that was prepared for comparative purposes. The addition of an 

aqueous suspension of DND may explain the appearance of such voids in the composite material, 

since 1-butanol has limited solubility in water. An increased level of porosity (compared to the bare 

monolithic carbon) resulted from the presence of DND, and the walls of the macropores were 

notably thinner, more fragile and irregular, as the DND content of the composite physically disrupts 

complete polymerisation of the resorcinol resin (Figure 4.3(B)).  

 

 

Figure 4.3 SEM images showing the porous graphitic carbon monolith with carbon onions (a) 

macroporous network mag. x 1 K, (b) mag. x 10 K. 

 

Closer examination of the wall structure of the macropores revealed smooth pore walls with a 

low instance of raised surface features visible by low magnification SEM imaging. These regions 

showing irregular raised porous surfaces may be linked to some infiltration of the precursor 

polymerisation solution in to the 55 nm pores of the silica template. This effect is highly dependent 

on wetting of the silica particles, as well as the viscosity of the precursor solution. An SEM image 

showing such areas with irregular surface morphology is shown in Figure 4.4. Furthermore, SEM 

imaging was performed on cross sections of the uncarbonised monolith precursor and has revealed 

some instances of accumulation of polymerised resin on the surface of silica beads (highlighted in 

Figure 4.5).  
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Figure 4.4 SEM image of macropore walls showing areas of irregular surface morphology 

(highlighted)  

 

 

Figure 4.5 SEM image of uncarbonised precursor resin with spherical silica template and 

nanodiamonds, where some accumulation of polymeric resin on the silica beads is visible 

 

Abundant mesopores were also visible by SEM imaging, and this structure was similar for 

materials annealed at both 900 and 1250 °C. However, examination of monoliths graphitised at the 

lower temperatures revealed the presence of surviving DND embedded within the mesoporous 

walls and attached upon the surface, both as single digit DND (< 10 nm) and clusters of up to 100 

nm size (see Figure 4.6(A)). Surface EDX analysis was performed on the macroporore walls of 

each of the composite materials, confirming the carbon purity of the composite throughout (Figure 
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4.6(B)). Platinum was detected due to the thin layer of platinum coating the samples to facilitate 

imaging by SEM. Negligible amounts of Si were also detected in some regions of the macropore 

walls, although there was no evidence of the Fe3+ catalyst remaining.  

 

 

Figure 4.6 (A) High magnification (x 100 K) image of the wall of monolith macropore, showing 

the presence of mesoporous structure (with surviving surface detonation nanodiamonds highlighted 

between 10 nm and 100 nm). (B) EDX spectrum for carbon monoliths showing presence of carbon 

only (Pt from sputter coating). 

  

Comparison of the carbon monoliths annealed at 900 and 1250 °C using TEM revealed the 

graphitic nature of the monolith, with localised graphitic structures visible. The RF resin does not 

undergo full graphitisation, as evidenced by the regions of amorphous carbon also visible within the 

TEM images. However, the thermal conversion of the DND to carbon onions within the 1250 °C 

monolith was confirmed. Within this sample no obvious evidence of untransformed DND particles 

could be seen. These TEM images are shown within Figure 4.7.  It has previously been shown that 

carbon onions begin to form in the range of 900-1100 °C under a low vacuum [37], and in the range 

of 1100-1200 °C in an inert atmosphere [38]. In this case the one hour hold period at 1250 °C 

during pyrolysis was sufficient to quantitatively transform the DND. The carbon onions resulting 
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from the thermal annealing of DND within the monolithic composite are shown in Figure 4.7(B). 

The onions were quasi-spherical in shape, and they had an average diameter of 5.24 nm (±0.85 nm). 

The average interlayer spacing between the graphitic shells is 3.32 Å, which is between values 

previously reported for onions with five (3.35 Å) to ten (3.24 Å) shells [38].  

 TEM analysis confirmed that by reducing the maximum temperature of pyrolysis to 900 °C, 

the DND structures could actually be preserved within the composite material. Figure 4.7(C) shows 

a cluster of intact DND structures present within the final composite material. The DNDs shown 

were not graphitised at 900 °C and do not show evidence of the graphitisation of their outer layers. 

It is likely their structure was preserved at this temperature as a result of their being embedded 

within the carbon monolithic rod. The lattice fringes corresponding to the (111) planes of diamond 

are clearly visible, and the average interlayer spacing measured on the DND within the composite 

was 2.06 ± 0.28 Å. The average particle size as observed by TEM was 11.4 ± 0.9 nm, as expected 

based upon the specification of the commercial sample (5-15 nm particle diameter). However, some 

DND particles did show partial graphitisation at 900 °C, which agrees with work by Cebik et al., 

which demonstrated that annealing DND in an inert atmosphere at 900-1000 °C can lead to the 

conversion of some of the surfaces of ND to layered sp2 carbon [39]. DND present at the surface 

level of the composite material would not experience the same environment as those particles which 

were embedded in the rod during pyrolysis at 900 °C, and so partial layer-by-layer conversion to 

sp2 carbon has occurred, as visible in Figure 4.7(D). Thus, careful control of temperature of 

pyrolysis allows control of the nature of the nano-carbons present in the final monolithic composite 

materials.  
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Figure 4.7 TEM images of porous graphitic carbon composites. (A) amorphous carbon, (B) carbon 

onions resulting from the thermal annealing of detonation nanodiamond (DND) under N2 at 1250 

°C, (C) DND remains intact within the porous graphitic carbon composite following pyrolysis up to 

900 °C, (D) DND showing surface graphitisation following pyrolysis up to 900 °C.  
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Raman spectroscopy was applied to shed further light on the structure of the monolithic 

composite materials. The disorder in graphite can give rise to several characteristic Raman peaks 

[40]. The 800-2000 cm-1 region in the Raman spectrum shows common features for all carbons. The 

G and D peaks are typically around 1560 and 1360 cm-1 respectively, for visible excitation [41]. The 

spectrum for the blank porous carbon monolith is also shown in Figure 4.8(A). Three peaks were 

observed in the Raman spectrum for the monolithic composites containing carbon onions (Figure 

4.8(B)). These three peaks are usually seen for carbonaceous materials with both sp2 and sp3 bonds 

present. The G band appears at ~1580 cm-1 and corresponds to the E2g optical mode in a two-

dimensional network structure, always seen for sp2 carbon materials. The D band is visible at ~1335 

cm-1 and it is associated with disordered carbon [42], denoting a loss of hexagonal symmetry in the 

material (for highly ordered pyrolytic graphite, this peak is very small or even negligible, see Figure 

4.8(C) for comparison). The ratio of the intensity of the D band to the G band (R = ID/IG) can be 

used to illustrate the degree of graphitisation in a material. Here, the blank carbon monolithic 

material showed an R-value of 0.64, and the 1250 °C formed composite monolith gave a value of 

0.37 (the R-value for commercial graphite was 0.14), thus confirming the greater graphitic nature of 

the carbon on carbon composite material. This supports the proposal that inclusion of the DND 

promotes localised graphitisation, both due to its inherent high thermal conductivity, and self-

graphitisation during pyrolysis. 
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Figure 4.8 Raman spectra for (A) bare carbon monolith (prepared without the addition of carbon 

nanoparticles for comparative purposes), (B) carbon on carbon monolithic composite and (C) 

commercial graphite. Both carbon monolithic materials underwent pyrolysis at 1250 °C.   

 

Temperature of pyrolysis is an important factor to consider here, as the composite resin remains 

a predominantly disordered material following its carbonisation up to 1250 °C. The G’ band is seen 

to appear at ~2680 cm-1 and typically appears for sp2 carbon materials resulting from a second order 

two phonon process [43]. These results confirm the presence of both graphitic and amorphous 

carbon in the carbon framework of the monolithic composites. Analysis by XPS further 

demonstrated the effect of pyrolysis temperature on partial graphitisation of the composites (Figure 

4.9). A downshift in the binding energy was observed for the carbon core level (C 1s) spectral 

comparison of monoliths carbonised at 900 °C (285.5 ± 0.05 eV) and 1250 °C (284.5 ± 0.05 eV) 
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under a nitrogen atmosphere. This observation was similar to that reported by Xie et al. for the 

annealing of DND at 900 and 1500 °C [44], and within studies by Krishnamurthy and co-workers 

[23, 45]. This shift in binding energy relates to the material moving towards graphitisation as a 

function of the pyrolysis temperature. The binding energy of 284.5 eV for the composite that 

underwent pyrolysis at 1250 °C is slightly higher than one for graphite (284.4 eV) [30]. Also 

evident in the 1250 °C annealed sample, but not featured within the 900 °C sample, was the shake-

up feature related to the π to π* transition at around 290.8 ± 0.05 eV, commonly seen in more 

graphitised materials.  

It is widely known that DND typically has a high concentration of structural defects on its 

surface, which increases the surface reactivity. Pyrolysis of the composites at 900 °C produced 

some hybrid nanocarbons combining the core properties of ND, with the surface reactivity of sp2-

based nanocarbons, as discussed above in relation to Figure 4.7(D) [46]. The production of hybrid 

nanocarbons is similar in effect to previous work reported by Ostrovidova et. al. where ND particles 

were bonded by a graphite-like matrix in order to produce a high surface area porous nanodiamond 

composite press-moulded tablet for immobilisation of biomolecules [47]. 
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Figure 4.9 C 1s spectra of carbon monoliths containing detonation nanodiamond which underwent 

pyrolysis at temperatures of 900 °C and 1250 °C. Spectra were obtained in normal emission 

geometry at a photon energy of 1486.6 eV.  

 

4.3.3 High-Surface Area Carbon Monoliths  

The adsorption of nitrogen on the blank carbon monolith showed a type IV isotherm, which is 

typical of mesoporous materials (Figure 4.10(A)). Similarly, the carbon composite monolith 

(carbonised up to 1250 °C) also exhibited a type IV isotherm (Figure 4.10(B)). The initial region of 

the isotherm where an increase in adsorption followed by the knee is the point at which monolayer 

adsorption is preceded by multilayer adsorption. The presence of the hysteresis loop is indicative of 

capillary condensation within the mesopores. The hysteresis loop is type H3, which is associated 

with the presence of slit-like pores, and the limiting step (at high relative pressure) seen for many 

mesoporous sorbents of isotherm type IV is not present in a type H3 hysteresis loop. This suggests 

that complete pore filling may not have occurred [48]. The material does not show a sharp 

condensation/evaporation step, which typically characterises a narrow pore size distribution. 

Therefore, these materials likely exhibit a wide mesopore size distribution with irregular pore 

shapes.  
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Figure 4.10 Nitrogen adsorption/desorption isotherms for (A) Bare carbon monolith (prepared 

without the addition of carbon nanoparticles for comparative purposes) and (B) carbon on carbon 

monolithic composite containing carbon onions.  

 

The steep desorption region in the hysteresis loop (Figure 4.10) is associated with the (forced) 

closure of the loop due to the so-called tensile strength effect. Closure of the hysteresis loop at P/P0 

~0.4 indicates that the mesopores were relatively small in size. The desorption branch of the 

isotherm for Sample B shown in Figure 4.10 did not close at the expected relative pressure of 0.4 

which suggests there is a low pressure hysteresis phenomenon occurring. This commonly occurs in 

microporous materials and the presence of low-pressure hysteresis in the desorption branch of the 

isotherms of porous solids has been attributed to a number of parameters including the porosity of 

the adsorbent, a lack of equilibration in the adsorption isotherm and insufficient outgassing during 

sample preparation [49]. Both samples underwent the same outgassing and equilibration 

procedures, however, the carbon monolithic composite with carbon onions showed a positive y-

intercept on the t-plot (shown in Appendix A, Figure A3) indicating the presence of some 
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microporosity in the material, unlike the blank carbon monolith. There may be kinetic restrictions 

for N2 at cryogenic temperatures resulting from residual moisture in narrow micropores. Similar 

low-pressure hysteresis has been observed in microporous carbon materials [50]. It is also thought 

that there may be diffusional limitations resulting from the micropore morphology and connectivity. 

If there are micropores present with narrow openings their filling may be kinetically hindered [51-

52].  

 Estimated mesopore diameters for both materials were in agreement, with the Barrett-Joyner-

Halenda (BJH) method applied [53] to find mesopore diameters of 11.7 ± 0.8 nm and 10.5 ± 3.9 nm, 

for the blank carbon monolith and monolithic composite, respectively (see Table 4.1) (BJH pore 

size distribution curves are shown in Appendix A, Figure A1 and A2). The carbon monolithic 

composite had a slightly greater mesopore volume of 0.35 ± 0.04 cm3/g compared to 0.33 ± 0.05 

cm3/g for the blank monolith. The addition of DND appears to have increased the prevalence of 

mesopores with smaller diameters. Significantly then it is clear that the addition of DND to the 

carbon monolith can be used to affect both the macroporous and mesoporous structure, as 

evidenced by both BET, and SEM images discussed previously (Figure 4.3). The average BET 

surface area calculated for the monolithic composite at P/P0 from 0.05 to 0.30 was 214 m2/g, nearly 

twice which obtained for the bare carbon monolith, which was 115 m2/g. The higher surface area in 

the composite material is due to the increased macro and meso-porosity, and is also attributed to the 

formation of the 5.24 nm carbon onions within the monolithic structure. These nanomaterials are 

known to display high surface areas [54] and it appears that they have increased surface areas 

without contributing significantly to the porous structure. This represents a significant increase, 

which if related to the concentration of DND added, could provide a unique method for control of 

this important parameter. 
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Table 4.1 Structural characteristics of carbon monolithic composites 

Monolith SBET
a 

(m2/g) 

Vp a (cm3/g) Pore diameter b 

(nm) 

Bare carbon monolith 115 ± 8 0.33 ± 0.05 11.7 ± 0.8 

Carbon monolith with carbon 

onions 

214 ± 17 0.35 ± 0.04 10.5 ± 3.9 

a The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) method was used to calculate specific surface areas.  
b The Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) method was used to calculate mesopore diameters from the adsorption 
branch of the isotherm.  

 

4.4 Conclusion  

New bimodal carbon on carbon monolithic composites were successfully prepared by 

embedding DND in a resorcinol formaldehyde precursor mixture, containing Fe3+ as a catalyst for 

localised graphitisation, and silica gel as a hard template. Pyrolysis cycles reached a maximum 

temperature of 1250 °C, which was sufficiently high enough to result in the full graphitisation of 

the DND precursor, forming quasi-spherical carbon onions within the monolith, which had an 

average diameter of 5.24 nm. The inclusion of DND increased the graphitisation of the composite 

material, which contained both sp2 and sp3 carbon phases following pyrolysis. Both the 

macroporous network and mesopores were affected by the addition of DND, and the BET surface 

area and pore volume were increased in comparison with a blank carbon monolith. It was also 

shown that the DND could be preserved within the composite by reducing the temperature of 

pyrolysis, thus demonstrating the ability to easily control nano-carbon synthesis within a monolithic 

composite. Carbon monolithic composites with carbon onions are suitable for application in a 

number of areas such as electrode materials, chromatographic applications and extraction processes 

for larger molecules including organic pollutants or biomolecules. 
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To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first report of the controlled production of 

carbon onions from DND within such a carbon monolithic composite. It demonstrates that the type 

of nano-carbons present in the final monolithic composite can be tuned, simply by controlling the 

temperature of pyrolysis.  
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Hierarchical Porous Graphitic Carbon Monoliths with Detonation 

Nanodiamonds: Synthesis, Characterisation and Adsorptive Properties 
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Abstract 

The addition of nano-carbons to composite materials is an area of significant research interest, 

when their addition results in improved properties. This work reports on the use of detonation 

nanodiamond (DND) in the preparation of porous carbon monoliths and an investigation of the 

properties of the final carbon-nanocarbon composite material. Porous carbon-nanodiamond (CND) 

monoliths, with macro-, meso- and micropores were prepared by carbonisation of a resorcinol-

formaldehyde (RF) polymeric rod with an Fe(III) catalyst and spherical silica template. Pore 

characteristics and BET surface areas were determined from N2 isotherms, with surface areas in the 

range 214-461 m2/g, depending on DND content. SEM imaging further confirmed the hierarchical 

pore structure present, where there was a tri-modal structure for monoliths containing nanodiamond 

following pyrolysis up to 900 °C. The addition of DND had a stabilising effect on the RF resin, 

where increased DND content resulted in smaller average mesopore diameters and increased 

microporosity. Thermogravimetric analysis, TEM imaging, energy dispersive x-ray electron 

spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy were employed to evaluate the properties of this new 

composite material. The adsorption of methylene blue (MB) and neutral red (NR) dyes from water 

onto the composite monoliths was investigated and compared with activated carbon in order to 

further evaluate their physical and adsorptive properties. The results showed that CND material 

adsorbs these two cationic dyes more effectively than activated carbon, due to a more accessible 

pore network. Furthermore, the DND content had a direct effect on adsorption capacities for the dye 

molecules. The adsorption isotherms coincided with Langmuir and Freundlich adsorption models. 

A maximum adsorption capacity of 599 mg/g and 284 mg/g was achieved for NR and MB, 

respectively, on the CND composites.  
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5.1 Introduction 

The design and preparation of porous carbon materials with suitable structure and properties is 

the subject of significant research interest, due to their potential application in a wide variety of 

areas, including water purification, energy storage, supercapacitors [1], gas separation, and as 

catalyst supports [2]. Their unique properties include excellent thermal and mechanical stability, 

large pore volumes, high surface areas, and chemical inertness. As predominantly hydrophobic 

porous carbons, these materials are also highly utilised in the area of environmental remediation, 

adsorption and solid phase extraction (SPE) [3], offering an alternative selectivity to silica or 

polymer-based adsorbents. Porous carbon materials provide the advantage of chemical stability, 

which eliminates swelling in most organic solvents. Furthermore they have high hydrolytic stability 

across a wide pH range (1-14), unlike silica, which has a relatively narrow pH stability range (pH 2-

8) due to the presence of polar silanol groups. Carbonaceous materials have been identified as an 

alternative adsorbent material for use in applications such as SPE and liquid chromatography [4-5]. 

Their graphitic nature results in unique retention behaviour and allows the extraction of polar (and 

highly soluble) species from aqueous samples based on hydrophobic interactions, π-π interactions, 

or weak ion exchange mechanisms when the appropriate conditions are selected [6]. The 

development of new selective and useful adsorbents still remains an important challenge in SPE, 

chromatography and other adsorption applications where sample enrichment, extraction or pollutant 

removal is a requirement. Carbon monoliths have emerged relatively recently for SPE and 

chromatographic applications [7-9], after their widespread use in other fields including catalyst 

supports, electrode materials and energy storage devices [10-11].  

Compared to carbon powders, continuous porous carbon monoliths offer a high degree of 

permeability, ease of handling, lower hydraulic resistance, and improved electrolyte diffusion, all of 

which are advantageous for applications in separation processes, such as chromatography or 

filtration [7, 12]. These attributes arise from the high degree of porosity and the hierarchical 
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interconnected porous network within carbon monolithic materials. This enhances accessibility to 

the smaller pores considerably, allowing for greater ease of adsorption of larger molecules. The 

adsorption of larger molecules has been shown to be a kinetically unfavourable process by Weber 

and co-workers [13]. Enhancing the accessibility to mesopores through development of an 

interconnected macro-mesoporous network can improve adsorption of these larger molecules [14].  

Porous hierarchical carbon monoliths have a high adsorption capability due to their chemical 

and thermal stability, high surface area and pore volume, as well as their accessible interconnected 

pore network. Porous carbon materials are highly utilised in gas and liquid separation techniques, 

particularly liquid chromatography (LC) and solid phase extraction (SPE), and a number of recent 

reviews have focused on carbonaceous materials for application in adsorption and analytical science 

[15-18], and the use of carbon monoliths in sample preparation and environmental adsorption 

applications has also been discussed in recent reviews [19-20]. Carbon monoliths can be prepared in 

a variety of forms, and the rod-shaped composites reported within this work are suitable for use in 

such applications, such as SPE for the extraction or pre-concentration of analytes in liquid samples 

of environmental, biological or pharmaceutical origin.  The use of carbon monoliths as alternative 

sorbents for HPLC has been explored by Guichon and co-workers [8], and later by Eltmimi et. al. 

[7] using a method adapted from that developed by Knox and Gilbert in 1979 for production of 

porous graphitic carbon-based materials for HPLC [21], however separation efficiencies were 

relatively poor, and this research is still at the exploratory stage of development. The development 

of new adsorbents whether through fabrication of new compositions, or through surface 

modifications, is important in furthering separation and extraction technologies. These new 

materials require a detailed characterisation and understanding of their features, including 

adsorptive properties, to ensure their successful application. The adsorption of two organic dyes as 

model compounds, methylene blue (MB) and neutral red (NR) on CND materials was therefore 

investigated as a means to probe their adsorptive properties and to improve understanding of their 
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structural characteristics. The adsorption of aqueous dyes on porous carbon materials derived from 

numerous sources is a widely studied topic [22-23], and pore size plays an important role in 

adsorption capability. Mesoporous carbons have been shown to have a much higher adsorption 

capacity for larger molecules, such as dyes, than activated carbons, as they are not limited by the 

size exclusion effect of micropores present in activated carbons [24-26]. The interconnected macro-

mesoporous network of CND materials was expected to allow for greater ease of adsorption of the 

large dye molecules, and carbon monoliths have been shown to outperform activated carbon and 

nanocrystalline cellulose in adsorption of MB [9]. The adsorption process in this case was 

predominantly physical, where it was shown that pH and temperature had very little effect on the 

dye uptake.  

 Carbon monoliths are typically prepared with a variety of templating methods, often using a 

sacrificial template to create pores, or by carbonisation of porous polymeric monoliths [26]. 

Templating synthesis allows for the control of carbon structure in terms of the pore size and 

morphology, where the synthesis conditions, and the type of template can be altered control the 

features of the final monolith. Often used templates include; silica (ordered mesoporous silica, silica 

sol, gel and opals), zeolites, clays or sol-gel derived scaffolds [27]. The use of silica monoliths as a 

hard template has proven an effective route for fabrication of high surface area carbon monoliths 

[28-29], and recently, the use of spherical silica particles as a template has proven successful in 

preparation of highly interconnected carbon monoliths for chromatographic and adsorption 

applications [7-9], where the improved accessibility to mesopores through the macro-mesoporous 

network has shown good adsorption of bulky organic molecules, such as dyes. These materials are 

suitable for electrochemical, SPE, and flow-through applications (e.g. HPLC or filtration) where the 

reduced pressure due to the macroporous network is advantageous. In these examples, the synthetic 

approach has involved the polymerisation of a RF co-polymer upon the spherical silica template (1-

10 μm diameter), with the inclusion of an iron (III) catalyst for localised graphitisation, providing 
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the resultant monolith with a relatively high graphite index (without the use of high-temperature 

graphitisation).  

These materials can also be surface modified, and their reaction/interaction selectivity tailored 

towards certain classes of compounds, or indeed to improve their structure and properties, such as 

pore size distributions and surface areas. An interesting new aspect of this research involves the 

formation of carbon-nanocarbon composite monoliths, through the modification of the carbon 

skeleton with carbon nanoparticles (CNPs) including fullerenes and thermally annealed carbon-

onions. These CNPs were introduced into the polymerisation mixture prior to its carbonisation, and 

their introduction has been shown to result in significant changes to the material’s properties. 

Improvements in surface area and pore size distributions were reported, as well as changes in the 

electrochemical properties and in the graphitic nature of the monoliths [30-31]. It can be assumed, 

provided that the CNPs can be preserved during high temperature pyrolysis cycles, that their 

inclusion into the carbon monolithic structures will lead to a transfer of new properties to the final 

composite material. 

Diamond is known to have a high thermal conductivity with negligible thermal expansion at 

high temperatures [32]. Commercial nanodiamond produced via detonation synthesis and oxidative 

purification, also exhibits these unique thermal and mechanical properties, while retaining excellent 

chemical stability. These DNDs are available in commercial volumes at a low cost making DND an 

ideal candidate material for inclusion in carbon monolithic composites, particularly for targeted 

applications in electrochemical, chromatographic and/or adsorption processes [33]. It is considered 

a favourable type of polymer filler due to improved heat dissipation during polymerisation. To-date 

DND has been the focus of research in areas such as biomedicine (drug delivery, biomedical 

implants, bio-imaging), mechanical applications (polishing and lubrication), catalytic and 

electrochemical applications [34], and in adsorption and separation processes [35]. DND is also 

attracting significant interest in the area of composite materials, including polymer-based 
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composites [36-38] and carbon-carbon composites [39], and improvements in material properties 

have been reported as a result of DND addition [40].  

Previously work within our group has focused on the preparation of carbon monoliths with 

CNPs, wherein the precursor monolith was carbonised up to 1250 °C, wherein CNPs present within 

the carbon monolith have undergone complete graphitisation, including full conversion to graphitic 

structures, such as DND to carbon-onions [31]. Herein the temperature of pyrolysis has been 

reduced to 900 °C in order to preserve DND within the monolith during this process. A detailed 

examination of the production and characterisation of the resulting composite monoliths is 

presented. The tri-modal porous monoliths (pore size distribution has three modes) exhibit a highly 

interconnected pore network comprising of macro-pores resulting from the silica template, and 

meso- and micro-pores resulting from the pyrolysis and catalytic graphitisation and embedding of 

DND in the precursor RF resin. Catalytic graphitisation of the RF resin is known to result in a loss 

of micro-porosity, and micropores must generally be formed after pyrolysis. This is commonly 

introduced using physical or chemical activation [41-42]. The addition of DND offered a degree of 

stability to the RF resin during pyrolysis, which resulted in preservation of some of the microporous 

structure, offering a potential route towards tailoring pore size distributions within carbon 

monoliths for specific applications in adsorption of single molecules e.g. CO2, H2, with appropriate 

surface treatments [43]. The adsorptive properties of the composite monoliths were also 

investigated in order to evaluate their potential application as an adsorbent for extraction or 

remediation processes. This characterisation of adsorptive properties focused on two organic dyes 

as model adsorbates, in order to improve understanding of the changing monolith pore networks as 

DND content increased, and to investigate their suitability as potential adsorbents for bulky organic 

molecules.  
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5.2 Experimental Methods 

5.2.1 Preparation of Carbon-Nanodiamond Monoliths 

For the preparation of carbon monoliths with DND, an aliquot of aqueous DND suspension was 

added to a precursor polymerisation mixture containing an RF resin in butanol. In preparation of the 

precursor mixture, 1 g of 5 μm silica particles with a surface area of 359 m2/g and a pore size of 550 

Å (Nucleosil silica beads from Macherey-Nagel Duren, Germany) was dispersed in 1.85 mL of 1-

butanol. After sonicating the mixture for one hour, 0.367 g of resorcinol and 0.18 g of ferric (III) 

chloride (99% Sigma Aldrich, Dublin, Ireland) were added. At this point, the mixture was under 

constant stirring while an aliquot of single digit ND (50 mg/mL aqueous suspension, Plasma Chem 

GmbH, Berlin, Germany) was added, followed by 0.3 g of ice-cooled 37 wt % formaldehyde-water 

solution (Sigma Aldrich, Dublin, Ireland). DND additions were made as a percentage of the total 

volume of 1-butanol (1.85 mL) such that 0.0925 mL DND suspension was added for preparation of 

CND1, 0.185 mL DND for preparation of CND2 and 0.555 mL DND for preparation of CND3. 

The mixture was then stirred for 1 hour in an ice bath, and was subsequently added to 7 mm i.d. 

glass tubes which were sealed for polymerisation in a water bath (Laborggerateborse GmbH, 

Burladingen, Germany) at 90 °C for 15 hours. The solid rods were removed from the glass tubes 

following polymerisation, and placed in a fume hood for 72 hours to allow for the slow evaporation 

of any remaining solvent. The composites were then dried in a vacuum oven (Ehret Labor and 

Pharmatechnik GmbH, KG, Emmendingen, Germany) overnight at 80 °C and subjected to a final 

curing step at 135 °C for 4 hours.  

The materials were pyrolysed in a horizontal tube furnace (model GSL1300X, MTI Richmond, 

VA, USA) purged with nitrogen gas. The temperature was ramped from room temperature to 800 

°C at a heating rate of 2.5 °C/min, and held at 800 °C for 2 hours. It was then increased to a 

maximum temperature of 900 °C or 1250 °C at a rate of 10 °C/min and held for 1 hour, before 

cooling naturally to room temperature. This method is based upon that developed by Liang et al., 
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and further optimised by Eltmimi et al., where a maximum temperature of pyrolysis of 1250 °C was 

applied [7-8]. Within this current work, a maximum temperature of 900 °C was selected to preserve 

the DND within the final composite and these materials are referred to as CND1, CND2 and CND3 

herein. Preparation and properties of DND-containing composites that were pyrolysed to 1250 °C 

are described in detail elsewhere [31], and were used in this study for a comparison of structural and 

adsorptive properties, to provide a full understanding of the effects of DND on the resin. They are 

referred to as CND3/1250 herein and are compared with the composite pyrolysed to 900 °C which 

will subsequently be referred to as CND3/900 to highlight the different temperatures of pyrolysis. 

The final steps in material preparation involved etching with hydrofluoric acid (HF) (38-40% Sigma 

Aldrich, Dublin, Ireland), where the carbon composite rods were immersed in the solution for 5 

hours and were then thoroughly washed with deionised water until a neutral pH was obtained. 

Finally, they were dried in a vacuum oven at 80 °C for 16 hours. 

 

5.2.2 Material Characterisation 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) measurements were performed (Labsys Evo instrument, 

Setaram, Caluire, France) on fragments of the precursor rod (after polymerisation) using a similar 

temperature program to that applied in the actual synthesis. A heating rate of 2.5 °C/min was used 

to raise the temperature from 30 to 900 °C. During the analysis, the furnace was purged with argon 

gas at 50 mL/min. High-resolution scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging was performed 

using a JEOL JEM 2100 transmission electron microscope with an Orius camera in-line (Gatan, 

Pleasanton, CA, USA). A LaB6 filament was used with 200 kV accelerating voltage. Prior to 

imaging, samples were suspended in iso-propanol and dropped on to carbon-coated copper grids 

(Agar Scientific, Essex, U.K.) The solvent was allowed to evaporate prior to imaging. Imaging was 

also carried out on a Hitachi SU70 SEM instrument. Sample preparation here involved placing a 

cross section of the carbon-nanocarbon monolithic composite on to carbon tape which was placed 
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on an Al SEM stub and sputter coated with a thin layer of platinum prior to imaging at 1.5 kV. 

During this analysis, energy dispersive X-ray electron spectroscopy was also performed with an 

excitation energy of 4 kV applied. Surface areas and pore structures were characterised using a 

surface area analyser (TriStar II 3020, Micromeritics, Gemini, GA, USA) by the nitrogen 

adsorption/desorption method. Crushed samples were dried under vacuum at 120 °C overnight prior 

to surface area measurements. Raman spectroscopy was performed on a LabRam800HR (Horiba 

Jobin Yvon, Northampton, U.K.) where an argon laser (Innova 70-C-2, Coherent, 6 mW power) 

was used as the excitation source.  

 

5.2.3 Investigation of the Adsorptive Properties of Composite Carbon Monoliths  

The adsorption of two aqueous dyes, neutral red (NR) and methylene blue (MB) (Aldrich, 

Milwaukee, WS, USA) as model compounds on carbon monolithic composites was investigated. 

Their performance was compared with commercial activated carbon (20-40 mesh particle size, 

~600 m2/g surface area, 0.95 mL/g pore volume, dry basis; Aldrich, Milwaukee, WS, USA). 

Calibration curves were established for NR (up to 200 μM) and MB (up to 20 μM) with absorbance 

measurements taken using a Shimadzu 1800 UV-vis spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, Tokyo, Japan) 

at 450 and 665 nm, respectively. The adsorption of NR and MB from aqueous solution onto 

carbonaceous adsorbents was studied using the batch equilibrium technique at 20 °C. Carbon-

nanocarbon composite materials were crushed to powder form using a mortar and pestle and 

typically 10 to 20 mg of adsorbent was introduced in to polypropylene containers containing 10 to 

20 mL of dye solution ranging in concentration from 100 to 2,000 μM. All solutions were then 

gently stirred overnight in order to reach adsorption equilibrium. Small samples (~1 mL) were taken 

and immediately centrifuged (10,000 rpm for 10 min). The supernatant was then collected, and 

diluted where necessary (x10-100 times) depending on the dye concentration, before measurement 
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of their absorbance. The equilibrium dye concentration was calculated from the calibration curves, 

and the adsorption capacity of NR or MB on the sample was calculated using Equation 5.1.  

Equation 5.1        

Where qe is the equilibrium adsorption capacity (mg/g), C0 is the initial concentration of dye, Ce 

is the equilibrium concentration of dye (mg/L), V is the volume of dye solution (L), and m is the 

mass of adsorbent used in the experiment (g). The appropriate isotherm model can then be applied 

to demonstrate the feasibility of adsorption of molecules on an adsorbent for particular applications 

and the Langmuir and Freundlich models were compared in this work. The Langmuir isotherm 

model assumes that the adsorption coverage is monolayer, and that all adsorption sites are equally 

probable, or homogeneous. The Langmuir equation is given in Equation 5.2. 

Equation 5.2         

Where Ce is the equilibrium concentration (mg/L), qe is the amount of dye adsorbed at 

equilibrium (mg/g), Qmax is the maximum adsorption capacity (mg/g) and b is the Langmuir 

constant (L/mg), which relates to the energy of adsorption.  

The Freundlich isotherm assumes that the adsorbent is heterogeneous, and the isotherm is 

described using Equation 5.3. 

Equation 5.3        

Where qe is the amount of dye adsorbed (mg/g), Ce is the equilibrium concentration (mg/L), Kf 

and n are Freundlich constants that correspond to adsorption and adsorption intensity, respectively. 

Freundlich equilibrium constants were calculated from the plot of log qe vs. log Ce. 

MB dye was also chosen as a model compound as it is commonly used as a standard adsorbate 

for estimation of surface areas, where the calculation is based upon the amount of MB adsorbed 

[44]. The maximum adsorption capacity, Qmax estimated from the Langmuir adsorption isotherm, 

was used to estimate the specific surface area of the composite monoliths by Equation 5.4. 
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Equation 5.4         

Where Mw is the molecular weight of MB, αMB is the area that one molecule of MB could 

occupy, and NAvo is Avogadro’s number (6.023 x 1023 mol-1). The MB molecule is assumed to be 

lying flat on the adsorbent in this calculation, where the rectangular volume dimensions are reported 

to be 1.7 x 0.76 x 0.325 nm3 with a projected area of 1.30-1.35 nm2 [44-45]. Herein the value for 

αMB was taken to be 1.30 nm2 for surface area calculations.   

 

5.3 Results and Discussion 

5.3.1 Precursor Resin Characterisation  

SEM imaging on a cross section of the uncarbonised monolith precursor (Figure 5.1(A)) 

showed the packed silica template visible with RF resin infiltrating between the particles. The 

macropore template particles were closely packed within the resin under gravitational force before 

the polymerisation step. Following this step, Brunauer-Emmett Teller (BET) surface area 

measurements were calculated from N2 adsorption isotherms (Figure 5.1(B)), and revealed the solid 

precursor resins to have a relatively low surface area of 55 ± 3 m2/g for each preparation, CND1, 

CND2 and CND3, unaffected by % DND added. Prior to polymerisation, pyrolysis and template 

removal, the majority of DND particles were immersed within the resin and thus did not contribute 

to surface area or pore volume in the precursor material.  
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Figure 5.1 (A) SEM image (x 1K) of the carbon monolith precursor material containing detonation 

nanodiamond. (B) Nitrogen adsorption/desorption isotherm for the precursor phenolic resin 

containing nanodiamond before the pyrolysis step. 

 

5.3.2 Structure and Morphology of Composite Monoliths  

Following pyrolysis of the precursor resin, and template removal, visual inspection of the DND 

containing monoliths and blank carbon monoliths (prepared under the same conditions but without 

DND addition) saw a marked difference in material properties, notably macrostructure and light 

reflectance. The blank monolith surface was notably smoother upon the surface, providing a higher 

light reflectance, resulting in a greyer appearance compared to the blacker appearance of the DND 

containing monoliths. This corresponds to earlier reported observations for similar nano-composite 
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materials, wherein the incorporation of the CNPs (e.g. fullerenes [30]), even at relatively low 

concentrations, appears to disrupt the polymerisation process, resulting in a more lacy type 

macrostructure, compared to a more complete smooth surface structure for blank templated 

monoliths. Figure 5.2 shows a photograph of the two materials side by side, illustrating this 

difference for a blank monolith (CM), CND2 and CND3 materials. 

 

 

Figure 5.2 Photographs of the surface of a blank (A) and carbon-nanodiamond monolith CND2 

(B), and the internal structure of the same blank (C) and CND2 composite (D). Image (E) shows a 

fragment of a CND3 composite monolith.  

 

SEM imaging of the monolithic composites revealed a bimodal porous structure. The typical 

3D-interconnected macroporous network can be seen in Figure 5.3(A) (showing that of CND1), 

resulting from the packed silica particle template that was removed by HF acid etching. Higher 

magnification images show the walls of these macropores to be non-uniform. Some areas were 

A B

C D

E
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smooth in appearance, while other regions were more porous (lace type structure), as visible in 

Figure 5.3(B) showing the macropore walls in CND1. Figure 5.3 (C) shows the macropore walls in 

CM for comparative purposes, which also displayed similar smooth and porous regions as CND 

materials. Higher magnification imaging also showed there to be a mesoporous structure present in 

the composite materials (Figure 5.3(D)). Mesopores formed as a result of the pyrolysis step during 

which the RF resin undergoes shrinkage and pore formation, as condensation of the polymer 

structure occurs. The silica spheres play a role in the textural properties of the monoliths at this 

level and some infiltration of the resin into the 55 nm mesopores of the template has resulted in the 

irregular porous surface features present on the macropore walls. The accumulation of RF resin on 

the surface of exposed silica beads in the precursor resin prior to carbonisation or template removal 

was also evident in Figure 5.1(A). 

 The presence of DND in the resin is expected to have affected the pore formation and if there 

were regions in the precursor rod where there were clusters of DND present which is expected due 

to its strong tendency to aggregate, the rate of pore formation throughout the rod may vary, as a 

result of the high thermal conductivity and low thermal expansion of DND [46-47]. The production 

of composites should ideally involve monodisperse “single-digit” DND particles (< 10 nm), hence a 

stable suspension of commercial single-digit DND particles was chosen as the additive in this 

study. However, it should be noted that self-assembly is a common problem for all DND particles 

[48], and even so-called ‘single-digit’ material has been shown to rapidly form small agglutinates 

(10-100+ nm) and larger aggregates (500 nm+) under certain conditions [49].  

 Energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectra were recorded for different regions on cross sections of 

the various pyrolysed composite monoliths containing ND to investigate elemental composition of 

the carbon skeleton, and the macropores, including pore walls where trace amounts of silica or iron 

catalyst may remain. A representative EDX spectrum taken of the carbon skeleton in CND2 is 

shown in Figure 5.3(E), where the carbon peak dominates. A small amount of oxygen was also 
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detected in all samples, due to some surface oxidation of both the carbon monolith and the 

embedded DND, and platinum was detected due to the thin layer of platinum coating the materials 

to facilitate SEM imaging. Trace levels of silica were found in some of the macropore walls, but no 

significant amounts were detected. There was no residual iron catalyst detected by EDX, therefore 

the HF acid treatment was effective for its removal.   

 

 

Figure 5.3 (A) Low magnification SEM image (x300) of the interconnected macroporous network 

in carbon monolithic composites with nanodiamond (CND). (B) Higher magnification image of the 

macropore walls in CND. (C) Macropore walls in blank carbon monolith for comparison. (D) High 

magnification (x50K) image of the macropore walls which display an irregular mesoporous 

structure. (E) Representatvie EDX spectrum taken on the carbon skeleton region of CND2. 

(Presence of Pt due to sputter coating for SEM imaging).  

1 μm 

5 μm 
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TEM images revealed that the carbon monolithic composites contained a mixture of amorphous 

and graphitic carbon. The partial graphitic nature is evidenced by structures such as the curved 

graphitic ribbon, highlighted in Figure 5.4(A). However, TEM imaging also revealed the 

preservation of the majority of DND structures following pyrolysis up to 900 °C, and confirmed the 

suspected aggregation of some particles. Figure 5.4(B) shows a DND agglutinate highlighted in the 

lower left hand corner of the image. The smaller DND cluster and single particle also visible in this 

image do not show any signs of surface graphitisation following pyrolysis, as was the case for the 

majority of DND particles imaged. It was found, however, that some particles displayed evidence of 

the initial steps of graphitisation. This first affects their reactive surfaces and proceeds inwards in a 

layer-by-layer fashion, eventually resulting in full graphitisation and conversion to onion like 

carbon [50]. The effects of surface graphitisation on the DND are visible in Figure 5.4(C) with 

typical surface-graphitised layers (sp2 carbon) enclosing an intact ND core (sp3 carbon) within 

them. It has previously been shown that graphitisation of the surface layer of bare DND when 

annealed in an inert atmosphere (argon) occurs between 751-800 °C. Annealing at higher 

temperatures results in the subsequent graphitisation of the inner layers [51]. Most DND particles 

embedded within the RF precursor rod, resisted conversion to sp2 carbon, due to the fact that they 

were protected within the composite material.  
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Figure 5.4 (A) TEM image of carbon monolithic composite containing graphitic ribbons 

(highlighted). (B) Detonation nanodiamond particles and agglutinates (highlighted) remain intact 

within the monolithic composite following pyrolysis up to 900 °C. (C) Some nanodiamond particles 

in the monolithic composite underwent surface graphitisation. The graphitic surface layers enclose 

the remaining nanodiamond core, forming a bucky-diamond. 
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5.3.3 Surface Area Measurements and Structural Characteristics  

Nitrogen adsorption/desorption was used to investigate the surface areas and pore structures of 

the composite monoliths. The composite CND materials displayed a type IV isotherm (Figure 5.5), 

as commonly seen for mesoporous materials. The initial region of the isotherms for CND1 and 

CND2 (Figure 5.5) can be attributed to monolayer-multilayer adsorption. Both isotherms displayed 

a hysteresis loop, as a result of capillary condensation occurring within the mesopores. It is known 

that there is a relationship between the shape of the hysteresis loop, and the pore geometry, 

distribution, and connectivity of mesoporous sorbents [52]. These hysteresis loops can be classified 

as type H3, thus indicating the presence of slit-like pores in the composites. There is no limiting 

step in the isotherms (associated with a type H3 hysteresis loop), therefore it is likely that the pores 

may not have been completely filled. There is also no evidence of a sharp condensation/evaporation 

step, which is expected for materials with a narrow pore size distribution; therefore, the distribution 

of mesopore sizes in the composites is wide and likely composed of different shapes. Interestingly, 

the hysteresis loop here does not close between the expected relative pressures of 0.4-0.45, as was 

similarly seen for carbon monolithc composites containing carbon onions as described in Chapter 4. 

This low-pressure hysteresis phenomenon has been linked to a number of factors including the 

porosity of the adsorbent, a lack of equilibration in the adsorption isotherm and insufficient 

outgassing during sample preparation. The presence of micropores in these materials was confirmed 

by the t-plot (included in Appendix A, Figure A5 and A7) and there may be some kinetic hindrance 

or diffusional limitations depending on the micropore morphology and connectivity, as discussed in 

detail previously in Chapter 4.  

The Barret-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) method was applied for calculation of mesopore diameters 

(Table 5.1) and confirmed the small size of the mesopores, with pore diameters calculated as being 

~ 11 nm and 9 nm for CND1 and CND2, respectively (Pore size distribution curves are included in 

Appendix A, Figure A4 and A6). The trend of reductions in mesopore diameters with increased 
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addition of DND continued, with CND3 demonstrating mesopore diameters of only 2.4 nm. This 

trend was accompanied by a slight change in total pore volume, with volumes of 0.33 cm3/g 

observed for CND1 and 0.35 cm3/g for CND2. Increased DND content also resulted in significantly 

greater surface areas, where surface area increased from 256 to 449 m2/g in CND1 and CND2, 

respectively. The change in surface area between CND2 and CND3/900 is less significant, where 

the addition of further amounts of DND had a stabilising effect on the resin leading to a reduction in 

mesopore diameter and total pore volume, without much effect on surface area. A similar stabilising 

effect has been observed upon the addition of fullerenes to a RF resin in fabrication of composite 

monolithic materials [30].   

 

 

Figure 5.5 Nitrogen adsorption/desorption isotherms for carbon monoliths with nanodiamond - 

CND1 (☐) and CND2 (⚫). 

 

The initial steep adsorption at low relative pressure (P/P0 of 0-0.1) for CND2 and the t-plot also 

confirms the presence of micropores, which may have formed due to the stabilising effect DND had 
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on the resin, allowing for more gradual pore formation during pyrolysis. Indeed the t-plot showed 

that there was a notable increase in micropore volume with increasing DND content. CND1 had a 

micropore volume of 0.08 cm3/g, and CND2 had a micropore volume of 0.19 cm3/g, just over 2 

times greater than that of CND1. Similar to the observed surface area changes, the micropore 

volume of CND3 remained at a comparable level to CND2 following further addition of DND.  

Interestingly, if the pyrolysis cycle is continued to a maximum temperature of 1250 °C as is 

often the case in synthesis of carbon monoliths from RF precursors [9, 30-31], there is a significant 

change to the porous structure of the DND-containing monoliths (Table 5.1, CND3/1250). The 

fraction of micropores was reduced to comprise only ~3.5% of the total pore volume, with 

mesopores dominating the porous structure at this level. This effect was also observed for CND1 

and CND2 materials carbonised to 1250 °C where mesopores in the range ~6-8 nm were present, 

and mesopore width decreased slightly with increased DND content. Furthermore the DND itself 

underwent graphitisation within these composites, resulting in a more graphitic composite monolith 

overall [31]. 

Clearly, the DND plays an important role during the pyrolysis step, where it strongly affects the 

surface area, macro-, meso-, and micro-porous structures. However, the surface area of the DND 

particles did not contribute significantly to the changing surface areas between CND materials, 

based on the small change between CND2 and CND3, where DND content was 3 times higher. The 

DND particles used had a BET surface area of 362 m2/g, however, the particles were embedded 

within the resin, thus their surface area was not additive to that of the composites. 
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Table 5.1 Structural characteristics of carbon monoliths with nanodiamond (CND) and a bare 

carbon monolith (CM) (n=3)  

Material TP
 (° C) a SBET (m2/g) b Vtotal (cm3/g) Pore 

diameter 

(nm) c 

Vmicro (cm3/g) 

CND1 900 256 ± 20 0.33 ± 0.02      10.6 ± 3.2 0.08 ± 0.01 

CND2 900 449 ± 63 0.35 ± 0.04 8.7 ± 2.1 0.19 ± 0.01 

CND3 900 461 ± 50 0.30 ± 0.03 2.4 ± 0.1 0.18 ± 0.01 

CND3   1250 214 ± 17 0.36 ± 0.04      5.9 ± 0.07 0.01 ± 0.01 

CM 900 347 ± 3 0.33 ± 0.01 6.4 ± 0.6 0.10 ± 0.01 

a Temperature of pyrolysis  

b Specific surface areas were calculated using the Brunauer-Emmet-Teller (BET) method 

c Mesopore diameters were calculated using the Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) method (from the 
adsorption branch of the isotherm) 

 

5.3.4 Thermogravimetric Analysis 

TGA can offer further insight into the effect DND inclusion on the pyrolysis and carbonisation 

phases of such monoliths. The pyrolysis of RF resins in the preparation of carbon-carbon 

composites is relatively well documented. Ko et al. have reported detailed findings on this topic, 

where they observed a weight loss of ~32% of the total material mass below 900 °C [53]. Similar 

findings have recently been reported for pyrolysis of RF/Fe(III) systems in the synthesis of 

templated carbon monolithic materials, where the total weight loss below 900 °C varied from 25% 

to ~50% for the different composites [30]. 
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Figure 5.6 Thermogravimetric curves for single digit nanodiamond (SDND), and carbon monoliths 

with nanodiamonds (CND1, CND2 and CND3). Samples were heated to 900 °C at a rate of 2.5 

°C/min in an atmosphere of argon (50 mL/min).  

 

 Figure 5.6 shows the multi-step decomposition resulting from pyrolysis of bare DND and 

CND materials. The SDND experienced a significant weight loss of 7.1% up to 160 °C due to the 

presence of water and other volatiles on its surface. DND is known to be a highly hygroscopic 

material [54-55]. The carbon monoliths underwent 3 main stages of weight loss. The initial steady 

decline in weight was the first point of maximum weight loss rate (Figure 5.8) up to 100 °C, where 

CND2 containing more DND experienced a slightly higher weight loss compared to CND1. This 

rapid initial loss was greater for CND3 and continued to ~170 °C. It is likely due to the release of 

O2, CO, and CO2, or other gases, as well as water and excess phenol, any residual solvent remaining 

in the pores of the monoliths, or any remaining unreacted monomers [56]. The difference in weight 

losses supports the BET data discussed above (Table 5.1) in relation to the impact of thermal 

properties of ND on the pyrolysis process and pore formation. The microporosity and decreasing 
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mesopore diameters could also account for greater reductions in sample mass within this lower 

temperature range as smaller pores retain more moisture from the atmosphere. The trend of 

increased weight loss with increased DND content observed by TGA continued up to 900 °C, and 

as well as being linked to pore formation (total pore volume increased between CND1 and CND2), 

could also be due to the high oxygen content (up to 16 wt.%) typically present on the surface of 

DND as a result of oxidising purification treatments [57]. This could react to produce CO or CO2 

during pyrolysis and account for a significant weight loss.  

 

 

Figure 5.7 Rate of weight loss (mg/min) observed for carbon monolith with nanodiamond (CND2) 

during thermogravimetric analysis with temperature ramp to 900 °C at a rate of 2.5 °C/min under 

argon (50 mL/min). 

 

Two further stages of weight loss occurred between 200 and 900 °C. The rate of weight loss 

slowed down for this significant reduction in mass (up to 6 % for CND3) which occurred between 

300 and 700 °C, as similarly reported by Ko et al. for pyrolysis of RF resins, where there is physical 
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shrinkage and pore formation in the material as cross-linking of the polymer structures and 

condensation reactions occur [53]. The catalytic graphitisation of these resins typically occurs 

around 600 to 800 °C, and CND underwent further weight loss within this temperature range. The 

third stage of weight loss (800-900 °C) was another point of maximum for rate of weight loss 

(Figure 5.7), where there was a reduction of ~2.5% of the mass. During this period it is expected 

that further pore formation occurred, with continued graphitisation of the resin and some potential 

surface graphitisation of the ND, which can occur at temperatures of 751-800 °C in an inert 

atmosphere [58]. 

The total weight loss incurred by CND1 and CND2 up to 900 °C was less than 12%. This is 

lower than values previously reported for similar carbon monolithic materials in the literature [9, 

30]. Comparing the published data on the nanotemplated carbon monolith material (~25% weight 

loss) and the blank monolith (~28% weight loss), composites CND1 and CND2 experienced less 

than half of this weight loss under the same conditions. CND3 actually underwent a ~25% weight 

loss, similar to the nanotemplated carbon monolith. These results are in agreement with He et al., 

who observed the stabilisation effect of adding CNPs to the RF resin [9].  

 

5.3.5 Raman Spectroscopy 

The graphitic nature of the monoliths was further investigated by Raman spectroscopy. The 

Raman spectra for CND materials displayed three major peaks as shown in Figure 5.8, similar to 

those typically seen for samples containing both sp2 and sp3 carbon. The disorder in graphite has 

been shown to produce several Raman peaks [59]. For CND, the D band was present at 1337 cm-1 

and is associated with imperfections in graphite, or disordered carbon [60]. The D band is usually 

negligible for highly ordered pyrolytic graphite, and the Raman spectrum of commercial graphite is 

shown in Figure 5.8 for comparison. The G band, seen at 1574 cm-1 for CND, is always present for 

sp2 carbon materials and corresponds to the C-C bond-stretching mode in graphitic materials. The 
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G’ band appears at 2687 cm-1 and is associated with sp2 carbon. These results are in agreement with 

observations discussed above (Figure 5.4) and confirm the presence of a heterogeneous mixture of 

graphitic and amorphous carbon within in carbon framework of the composite monoliths. R-values 

can indicate the degree of graphitisation in a material and they are calculated from the ratio of the 

intensity of the D band to the G band (R = ID/IG). Taking commercial graphite with an R-value of 

0.14, it can be concluded that the addition of ND to the composite monolith has resulted in a more 

graphitic material, as R = 0.37 for CND3, and R=0.39 for CND1. The blank CM material was less 

graphitic by comparison, with a calculated R-value of 0.64.  

 

 

Figure 5.8 Raman spectra for composite carbon monolith with nanodiamonds (CND1, CND3), 

blank carbon monolith (CM) and commercial graphite. 

 

5.3.6 Investigation of the Adsorptive Properties of Composite Monoliths 

The Langmuir adsorption isotherms for both NR and MB dye on activated carbon; CND1 and 

CND2 are shown in Figure 5.9 and 5.10, respectively. The general trend shows an increase in the 
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equilibrium adsorption capacity as the equilibrium concentration is increased. The composite CND2 

displayed the highest adsorption capacities for both NR and MB, and at high equilibrium 

concentrations these were 599 mg/g and 278 mg/g, respectively. In comparison, CND1 

demonstrated a maximum adsorption capacity of 426 mg/g for NR and 132 mg/g for MB. This 

difference is attributed to the difference in total pore volumes, where CND2 has a greater total pore 

volume and a larger surface area than CND1, as discussed above in relation to Table 5.1. The 

presence of oxygen (as previously discussed for EDX analysis, Figure 5.3(E)) was expected to 

promote hydrogen bonding between the analytes and the adsorbent, which was similarly reported in 

previous studies on porous graphitic carbon monoliths where the uptake of MB on CND1 is 

comparable to that of a blank carbon monolith (no additional nano-carbons) with 128 mg/g 

adsorbed [9].  

In comparison to the CND monoliths, activated carbon demonstrated a lower adsorption 

capacity for both of the dye molecules despite its higher surface area, due to its highly microporous 

nature. The tri-modal CND materials have a much more accessible surface area for adsorption of 

molecules with the macro-mesoporous network providing more accessible surface sites for 

adsorption. MB, with a pKa of 3.8 exhibits a positive charge under the experimental conditions used 

herein, and has the potential to undergo dipole-dipole or van der Waals interactions with the 

oxygenated surface of CND materials. NR, on the other hand, is uncharged under the same 

conditions (pKa = 6.7) and can undergo π-π stacking or hydrophobic interactions with CND. Due to 

the combined sp2/sp3 hybridisation in CND composites confirmed by TEM and Raman 

characterisation, and the limited evidence for the presence of functional species on the surface of 

CND (Figure 5.8) thus eliminating ionic interactions, the mechanism of adsorption is most likely to 

be due to π-π stacking or hydrophobic interactions. The molecular size of NR and MB is another 

factor to consider here. The molecular size of MB is known to be 1.41 x 0.55 x 0.16 nm3, and of NR 

is 1.26 x 0.56 x 0.16 nm3 [61]. The smaller NR molecule would have larger packing density in pore 
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channels also explaining higher NR adsorption values, and can be the reason for higher NR 

adsorption on activated carbon than MB. It is not likely that the molecules can fully diffuse into the 

micropores of CND, but the -N(CH3)2 groups of MB and NR could project into the smaller pores 

and undergo hydrophobic interactions or hydrogen bonding within the micropore walls. Attractive 

interactions between the dye molecules, as well as the fluid wall attractions can lead to multilayer 

adsorption occurring within the macro- and mesopores. It is worth considering that chemically 

activated microporous carbons have been shown to facilitate good adsorption of aqueous dye 

molecules, including MB. Their “honeycomb” structure and some mesoporosity provided a more 

accessible area for dye adsorption [62], and their varied surface chemistry allowed for many 

different types of solute-adsorbent interactions, which played an important role in the high 

adsorption capacities demonstrated.  
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Figure 5.9 Langmuir adsorption isotherms of neutral red dye over carbon monolithic composites 

with nanodiamond (CND1 ▲ and CND2 ●), and activated carbon ■ showing increased dye uptake 

with increasing nanodiamond content in composite monoliths.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.10 Adsorption isotherms of methylene blue dye over carbon monolithic composites with 

nanodiamond (CND1 ▲ and CND2 ●), and activated carbon ■ showing increased dye uptake with 

increasing nanodiamond content in composite monoliths. 

 

In order to better understand the role of micropores in adsorption of dyes by these composites, 

the adsorption of MB on CND3 was also investigated. The composite prepared at 900 °C was 

selected as it displayed a very similar BET surface area and micropore volume to CND2, with a 

reduction in mesopore diameters (~3.5 times smaller). The performance of CND3/900 (Figure 5.11) 
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was actually similar to that of activated carbon for uptake of MB from solution, where the 

maximum adsorption capacity at high equilibrium concentrations was 112 mg/g, the same as for the 

activated carbon which was also 112 mg/g. CND3/900 had the lowest total pore volume of all the 

monoliths prepared, as shown in Table 5.1. The stabilising effect of the DND on the resin during 

pyrolysis has resulted in a reduction of mesopore diameters to only 2.4 nm. With the mesopores 

approaching micropore dimensions, there is little accessible pore space for high levels of adsorption 

of the bulky dye molecules. It is expected that at high equilibrium concentrations, the mesopores in 

CND3/900 are almost completely filled with dye molecules.  

  When the temperature of pyrolysis was increased to 1250 °C in CND3 the microporosity 

was essentially lost (Table 5.1) and small mesopores (5.9 nm) dominated the monolith at this level, 

which were expected to result in an improved performance for adsorption of such molecules. This 

composite had a lower surface area than any of the other DND-containing monoliths, however, it 

demonstrated a superior performance in adsorption of MB (226 mg/g) (Figure 5.11), and one 

comparable to that of CND1. This high capacity demonstrated by CND3/1250 is a result of the 

higher degree of mesoporosity in this monolith as compared to the other composite monoliths. This 

particular composite has the highest total pore volume (0.36 cm3/g) and the lowest fraction of 

micropores (0.01 cm3/g) of all the monoliths prepared. It is also worth considering the more 

graphitic nature of the CND3/1250 material in terms of adsorption performance, as it has been 

pyrolysed at a higher temperature than the other composites. This has given the lower surface area 

material a preferential selectivity to adsorption of MB molecules through π-π stacking or 

hydrophobic interactions. Pore volume had an important effect on adsorption capacities for all 

composites investigated in this study, thus suggesting that MB molecules have filled the pores of 

CND materials.  
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Figure 5.11 Langmuir adsorption isotherms of methylene blue dye over carbon monolithic 

composites with nanodiamond (CND3/900 ■ and CND3/1250 ●) showing increased dye uptake 

with increased temperature of pyrolysis in composite monoliths. 

 

The appropriate isotherm model can demonstrate the feasibility of adsorption of molecules on 

an adsorbent for particular applications. Both the Langmuir and Freundlich isotherms were selected 

for consideration in this work [63]. The calculated parameters for both Langmuir and Freundlich 

isotherms, and the correlation coefficients (r2) are shown in Table 5.2. The coefficients are 

generally higher for Langmuir than Freundlich isotherms; therefore the Langmuir isotherm is 

generally better for describing the adsorption of MB and NR on CND/900 materials. CND2 

displayed higher Qmax values for both dyes than CND1 did, and this is in agreement with the 

discussion on Figures 5.9 and 5.10, where the larger surface area and pore volume in CND2 

allowed for increased adsorption of dye molecules compared with CND1. However, CND3/1250 

had a Qmax value that was larger than anticipated and the linear correlation coefficient for the 

relationship between Ce and Ce/qe was lower at 0.979. On the basis of Qmax estimated from the 
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Langmuir model, the wet state surface areas of CND1 and CND2 were estimated to be 338 and 567 

m2/g, which was higher than those calculated by the BET method (Table 5.2), however this method 

of surface area estimation assumed the MB molecules were all lying flat on the adsorbent surface. It 

is worth considering that in both macro- and mesopores, the sorption depends on the fluid wall 

attraction and also on the attractive interactions between MB molecules themselves, leading to 

possible multilayer adsorption.  

In terms of the Freundlich model, The n value indicates the degree of non-linearity between 

solution and adsorption concentration, and if n > 1, (as in this case where n = 1.24 - 1.94 and 1.62 - 

2.5 shown in Table 5.2 for MB and NR, respectively) the adsorption is a physical process, as was 

expected based on previous MB adsorption studies on carbon monoliths [9]. A value of n within 1-

10 is known to represent good adsorption, and n > 1 is typically the most common outcome [64-65]. 
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Table 5.2 Langmuir and Freundlich adsorption isotherm parameters of methylene blue and neutral 

red dyes on carbon monolithic composites with nanodiamonds (CND) 

Langmuir Model Freundlich Model 

Material Qmax (mg g-1) b (L mg-1) r2 KF (mg g-1) n r2 

Methylene Blue 

CND1 161.3 1.19 0.952  70.2 1.37    0.988 

CND2 322.6 2.38 0.981 142.2     1.71    0.89 

CND3/900 135.1 1.25 0.958 66.02     1.94 0.737 

CND3/1250 555.5 0.21 0.979 91.6     1.24 0.991 

Neutral Red 

CND1 555.5 1.06 0.982 234.5     1.61 0.939 

CND2 625 1.23 0.997 251.2      2.5 0.956 

 

The effect of isotherm shape can be used to predict whether an adsorption system is favourable 

or unfavourable in batch processes [66]. As shown by Hall et al. the essential features of the 

Langmuir isotherm can be expressed in terms of a dimensionless constant equilibrium factor 

referred to as KR, which is given in Equation 5.5 [67]. 

Equation 5.5          

Where KR is a dimensionless separation factor, b is the Langmuir constant (L/mg) and C0 is the 

initial dye concentration (mg/L) used in the adsorption studies. KR indicates the shape of the 

isotherm where 0 < KR < 1 represents a favourable isotherm. Based on values calculated for KR, the 

isotherms generated for CND were all in the favourable range with 0 < KR < 1, and a plot of C0 
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versus KR showed that adsorption was most favourable on CND2, corresponding well with the 

highest adsorption capacity achieved for this material.  

 

5.4 Conclusion 

Carbon monolithic composites containing DND were successfully prepared by pyrolysis of a 

RF resin with iron (III) as a localised graphitisation catalyst, and a spherical silica template for 

fabrication of macropores. The composite monoliths contained macro- meso- and micropores, with 

both sp2 and sp3 carbon phases co-existent in the sample. The effect of DND content on the 

pyrolysis process and structural characteristics of the final monolith were evaluated. For the first 

time, it has been demonstrated that the use of DND additives allows for the controlled modification 

of porous structure in a carbon monolith. Increased DND content saw improved resin stability 

during pyrolysis, which led to increased microporosity in the final material. By changing 

temperature of pyrolysis from 900 °C to 1250 °C, microporosity was essentially removed from 

CND composites, and the monolithic structure became predominantly mesoporous with a high 

degree of accessibility for target analytes through the macroporous network. These composites 

demonstrated good adsorption capacities for bulky dye molecules due to their accessible macro-

mesoporous network, and are suitable for application in areas such as SPE and adsorption. With 

surface modifications or activation, they could be tailored to adsorb biomolecules, or to capture 

small molecules such as CO2.  
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Chapter 6.   

Final Conclusions and Future Work 
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6.1 Final conclusions and future work 

This thesis presented a systematic study of the development of a novel carbon monolithic 

composite material containing detonation nanodiamond (DND), followed by a detailed 

characterisation of its properties and suitability as an adsorbent. This first involved studying the 

properties of DND from different sources and purification routes (including silane-functionalised 

DND) in order to address some of the challenges associated with these variable nanomaterials prior 

to their incorporation within monolithic composites.  

Capillary electrophoresis (CE) was shown to offer some unique capabilities in the 

characterisation of DND materials, providing valuable information on particle charge, size, 

stability, onset of aggregation, and showing potential for use in sample fractionation. The effects of 

purification, storage and functionalisation of DND by silylation were quantified using a direct 

inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry approach. This analysis was coupled with Fourier 

transform infrared spectroscopy, thermogravimetric analysis and CE among other techniques, for a 

detailed comparison of efficiency of different functionalisation procedures and provided a valuable 

insight into the effect everyday handling procedures can have on the impurity levels of DND.   

Composite carbon monoliths with nanodiamond (CND) were then prepared by embedding DND 

in a resorcinol formaldehyde precursor mixture, containing iron as a catalyst for localised 

graphitisation, and silica gel as a hard template. The influence of pyrolysis temperature and DND 

content on the graphitisation process and structural characteristics of the final composites were 

evaluated and compared with a blank carbon monolith. For the first time it has been shown that 

altering the content of DND allows for facile tuning of graphitic nature, pore sizes and surface areas 

of carbon monoliths. The first controlled production of carbon onions from DND within such a 

carbon monolithic composite was also demonstrated. These materials have shown promise for 

application in adsorption, demonstrating higher capacities for methylene blue and neutral red 

compared with activated carbon and previously reported values for blank carbon monoliths. Further 
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evaluation of their adsorptive performance is required beyond the preliminary studies herein, which 

were limited by time constraints. These monoliths have the flexibility to be used in rod-format, or in 

the form of a powder or disc shape by cutting with a blade, and grinding with a pestle and mortar, 

thus offering a variety of potential routes for their incorporation in adsorption applications. They 

could be clad within a column for liquid chromatography, or within the barrel of a solid phase 

microextraction syringe for analyte pre-concentration, or used in a larger-scale batch adsorption 

process for removal of pollutants. CND materials embody an interesting new group of carbon on 

carbon composite materials that may also find their application in areas such as gas adsorption or 

storage, catalysis, and electrode materials.    

Suggested future work will focus on improving the aggregation and distribution of the DND 

nano-filler within CND materials, since aggregates can affect the pyrolysis process differently to 

well dispersed particles. In order to ensure a more well distributed and de-agglomerated nano-filler, 

routes for incorporation of the stable silylated DND materials within CND will be investigated. 

Instead of adding an aqueous suspension of DND to the precursor polymerisation mixture, the silica 

template can easily be modified with DND using silane linkers. A similar principle was applied to 

the incorporation of fullerenes within a carbon monolithic composite material, where the silica 

template was first modified with 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane prior to reaction with C60 fullerene 

[1]. With the grafting of DND to the surface of the silica template, a better distribution of DND 

within the composite can be expected, and the porous structure will likely be affected as a result of 

the thermal properties of DND. The silylation of porous and non-porous silica has been widely 

studied, including trimethylsilylation of mesoporous silicas  [2-4], and it has also been 

demonstrated for hexadimethylsilazane (HDMS) and trimethylchlorosilane (TMCS) by Fierro and 

co-workers [5], thus providing a straightforward strategy for grafting DND to the silica surface. The 

resultant CND materials may show improved structural characteristics such as more uniform micro- 

and mesopore formation and size distributions, as well as improved surface areas, due to the 
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uniform infiltration of nano-flller. Further tuning of pore characteristics and nano-carbons within 

CND can still be achieved simply by altering the temperature of pyrolysis. With the new strategy 

for DND incorporation and anticipated improvements in structural characteristics, CND should 

demonstrate superior adsorption performance. Further investigation into adsorption of 

environmental pollutants including dyes and phenols will be the focus of future work, and the 

suitability of CND as an adsorbent for CO2 capture will be explored.   
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Figure A1. BJH pore size distribution data for blank carbon monolith, pyrolysed to 1250 °C. Data 

was obtained from the adsorption branch of the isotherm.  

 

 

Figure A2. BJH pore size distribution data for carbon monolithic composite with carbon onions, 

pyrolysed to 1250 °C. Data was obtained from the adsorption branch of the isotherm. 
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Figure A3. T-plot for carbon monolithic composite with carbon onions, pyrolysed to 1250 °C.  

 

 

 

Figure A4. BJH pore size distribution data for carbon monolithic composite CND1 with detonation 

nanodiamonds, pyrolysed to 900 °C. Data was obtained from the adsorption branch of the isotherm. 
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Figure A5. T-plot for carbon monolithic composite CND1 with detonation nanodiamonds, 

pyrolysed to 900 °C. 

 

 

Figure A6. BJH pore size distribution data for carbon monolithic composite CND2 with detonation 

nanodiamonds, pyrolysed to 900 °C. Data was obtained from the adsorption branch of the isotherm. 
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Figure A7. T-plot for carbon monolithic composite CND2 with detonation nanodiamonds, 

pyrolysed to 900 °C.  

 

 

Figure A8. BJH pore size distribution data for carbon monolithic composite CND3 with detonation 

nanodiamonds, pyrolysed to 900 °C. Data was obtained from the adsorption branch of the isotherm. 
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Figure A9. T-plot for carbon monolithic composite CND3 with detonation nanodiamonds, 

pyrolysed to 900 °C.  
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